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ABSTRACT 
It was the purpose of the study conducted to examine 
the influence of surface finish on a metal cutting tool 
as related to the tool's perfonnance characteristics and 
upon the surface roughness imparted to the ~orkpiece. A 
s·eries of controlled experiments using single point tools 
/\. 
in ·a turning operation were performed using parameters 
corresponel:ing to,-industrial finishing and roughing cut 
conditions. 
--- ...,.-- ~-
The sintered carbide tools were selected to corres-
pond to the standard designations of precision and utility 
ground with the addition of two types--side ground, where-
in the flank ~urfaces were finish ground; and as molded, 
where the tool inserts were tested in the condition ex-
·-is ting when removed from the sintering operation. The 
hi·gh speed steel inserts used were prepared to have analo-
gous surface configurations. 
Some relationships developed as a result of the ex-
~erirnent are the follo~J= In C-7 grade carbide tooling, 
~-
a combination of cobalt depletion at the surface as a re-
",'-· . 
sult of the sintering operation and the grinding technique 
caused the utility tool to perfonn the poorest of the four 
types tested--with respect to flank land wear. The influ-
ence on surface finish and friction forces was inconsequen-
tial. In the case of the M-3. high speed tools, those ground 
to a four to six microinch nns finish on all surfaces and 
on the face only showed a reduced flank wear under finish-
ing cut conditions relative to the other tyi?es tested. 
While in the roughing cut tests no improvement in flank 
land wear was observed ·to correspond to the improvement 
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• tool surface finish from 25 • .micro·inche s in to six rms. 
I-t is felt that increased forces on the abr~ding surfaces 
and the built. up edge generated are the direct cause of 
the latter phenomena. Tha·t is, the effect of a reduction 
in surf ace roughness and resultant genera·tion of fewer 
r., 
wear particles in the precision tool under tfinishing cut 
,, 
conditions was outweighed in the ~oughing cut situation 
where increased heat and norm·a1 .. £orces caused an increased 
tendency for metal to metal welds. 
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ii.· INTRODUCTION •. 
Since the original studies- by F. w. Taylor, the 
functional relationships in a qualitative sense between. 
the parameters involved in the metal cutting operation 
and related costs have been understood. When the cut-
./ 
ting speeds, feeds, and depths of cut are increased; 
the tool:~life will be decreased but PFOdUction econoll)i:e-$: 
will accrue to a certain optimal point as the parts per· 
hour produced increases. However, if tool life or tool 
efficiency can be increased, while holding the machining 
conditions constant, then the costs per unit part will 
... 
also decrease. It is the second of these approaches 
,• I 
,. 
W-ith whi.ch this investigation- is generally concerned--
alterations in the surface condition of the tool to either 
::., 
increase the life of~the tool or reduce the cost. of the 
tool with no sacrifice in cutting effectiveness. 
rJ 
In the course of several previous investigation~ .. 
conducted at the Lehigh University Manufacturing ~-:ro·,ceSi~es· 
,.,... 
Laboratory, it was observed that there were instances 
where the s!rface finish on the tool apparently had very 
little effect on perfonnance characteristics of the tool 
or upon the surface roughness of the workpiece. And it 
. . ~ 
is the intent of this thesis study to conduct a series of 
carefully controlled experiments of single point tools in 
a turning operation to provide a quantitative measure of ft 
these effects and ~n insight into the theoretical behavior 
of the materials involved. From two basic types of tool 
rnaterials--tungsten carbides and high speed ·steels, a 
specific tool composition was selected to be e·mployed in 
parallel testing conditions of repeated trials representing 
.. 
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'._ 2. 
conunercially accepted roughing and finishing conditions. 
r-··· , The principle independent variable was the surf ace ., 
-
A. roughness of the tool inserts. The carbide inserts were 
selected to correspond to the standard designations of 
precision and utility ground with tpe addition of two 
types--side ground, wherein the flank surfaces were 'finish 
.. ground; and as molded, where the tool inserts were tested 
in the condition existing when removed from the sintering 
ope~ation. The high speed steel ins~rts were ground to 
correspond to categories similar to those of the carbide 
' group--ground and polished on all surfaces; on the face 
only; on the flank only; and, analogous to the as sintered 
carbide tools, a fourth grq~p was finish ground before heat 
treatment to the specified geometrical conditions and no 
. further operation was perfonned after vacuum heat treat-
ment. The work material, tool geometry and.other inde-
pendent variables were selected to correspond to those ·in 
an actual manufacturing situation. The principle depend-
ent variables measured were the flank land wear; the 
surface roughness imparted to the workpiece; and by use· 
of a two dimensional dynamometer and appropriate recording 
.\l instrwnentation,· the thrust and cutting forces. Measure-, 
ments of these variables were recorded after one, three 
and five _.)Jlinutes of testing and results subjected to· a 
statistical analysis. 
The framework of this report will be to detail the 
design of the experiment, to describe the conf~guration 
of the equipment and techniques employed, to represent 
the results in tabular and graphical fonn accompanied 
by a short discussion of the statistical techniques used, 
and ·finally, to present a discussion and analysis of the 
. ,. 
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results ~eading to fonnulation on a theoretical.basis of 
· a genera·lized theory." The appendices of the · report 
include complete tabulation of all data taken (with the 
exception of test runs to establish realistic cutting 
conditions) and a detailed description of the test equip-
ment used. But before a detailed description of the 
"' 
experimental setup is~presented, a brief review of the 
historical de~elopmen~ of the abovementioned tool mate-
rials is in· order as· a part in es·t(pblishing a body of 
knowledge within which analysis of the experimental 
results can be considered. • 
w. D. Coolidge, employed by the General Electric 
Company, discovered a method of powdering tungsten, 
compressing then sinterirlg the·powder in'to ingots which 
could be drawn into fine wire for the high temperature 
application in filaments for electric lamps. In the 
making of such powder-metallurgy products, several 
carbide compounds are pressed and bonded together in a 
matrix to fonn a cemented material of maximum hardness 
and minimum porosity. Metal cu·tting carbides consist 
of a dispersion of carbides with cobalt or other metals· 
as a matrix or binder. 
In the sintering operatio~ the liquid-cobalt phase 
. ~ .. 
forms to essentially bond the carbide grains together 
to form the cemented carbide product. However, the ex-
- perirnental work of Dawihl in Germany indicates that the 
action of cobalt in a cemented carbide· is more than a 
binder to hold the carbides together--it also provides 
a medium in which the carbides can grow together in a · 
skele.ton-lik~ · structure.· By eroding ·the cobalt· from a 
well sintered WC-Co co~position by boiling in acid,.it 
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. ., was found that the resulting structure had a bending 
stre:ngth of .. 25 to 30% over the original material. Thus 
· indicating that during the sintering· process carbide 
particles do grow together. 1 
.. Consider a comparison between the carbide skeleton 
in cemented carbides and the relatively weak ferrite 
matrix containing i~olated.chromium and vanadium complex 
( 
carbides typical of·h~gh speed· steels. This difference 
is an important factor in explai~ing the high tempera-
ture characterist~cs of strength, wear resistance, and 
hot hardness. It can also be stated that the relatively 
high stiffness of the carbide skeleton is responsible 
for the absence of plastic flow. and low values of ther-
mal expansion characteristic of low cobalt content (less. 
than 10%) sintered carbides. ; 
-The historical development and associated details 
in the establishment of high speed steels for metal cut-
,. 
ting is widely published and only a brief review will be 
presented- here. Essentially, it was. noted that the addi-
tion of alloying elements to carbon st.eels improved their 
· cutting characteristics greatly and their prod~ctivi ty 
was gradually increased with the addition of tungsten and 
manganese, then of tungsten, chromiwn, vanadium, and 
finally cobalt. These steels possess red hardness pro-
perties that permit them .. to perfonn satisfactorily at 
-' 
dull red heat. Consequently, ~higher rates of metal remov-
, . 
.; al are possible. It can be generally said··-that the high 
/ 
speed steel cuttirig tools possess a reasonab~y balanced 
combination of hot hardness, toughness and wear resist-
ance. The exact combination of alloying elements and heat 
treatments detennine more specifically the characteristic 
• 
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5. 
to be enhan·ced. Adding .. cobalt tends to improve the hot 
' hardness but red~ces the toughness of the high speed steel 
too~. While the simultaneous addition of vanadiwn and 
\ 
carbon tends to improve wear resistance with a slight in-
crease improvement of hot hardness and when mo.lybdenum is 
i,;,: 
substituted for tungsten it.is found that it is twice as.;,··. 
effective on a weight basis as tungsten. The toughness L 
.. 
characteristic of high speed steel tools is found to be 
principally a function of austenitizing, tempering opera-
tions, and grain size. And consequently it can be readily 
., 
seen that because the abovementioned heat treatment steps 
effect the hot.hardness and wear resistance of the·tool; 
it is necessary to reach a compromise amo·ng the tool· ma-
~ 
terial, heat treatment and ultimate geometrical configura--
tion. 
Physical and mechanical properties of cemented car-
bide cutting tools when compared to/high speed steel 
tooling include the following characteristics: (-1) Reten-
tion of mechanical hardness over a wide range of tempera-
tures, (2) ... A Young's modulus of two to three times that 
for steel, (~) ·very little plastic flow (even at stresses 
as high as 5 x 105 psi.), (4) A thennal expansion lower 
..... 
than that of steel, (5) ,· A relatively higb thennal conducti-
vity, (6) Generally reduced toughness, and (7) Lower ten-
sile strength but higher cornpres__:?-ve strength. 
Therefore, it can be §,eefithat although. the experi-
mental configuration is similar for both tool types and 
can be discussed simultaneously; the analysis must be 
conducted independently, noting conunon theoretical phe-
nomena as they occur and are mutually ,,f PPlicable. But 
even though the metallurgical parallel is incomplete, the 
) 
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value in actual application of accurately determined re-
, 
sults to form a comparison is retained. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
I .. . 
·The most direct way to present the experimental para-
meters established for the conduct of the experiment is to 
co:psider.the dependent and independent variables individu-
ally and the factors influencing their selection or assign-
ment of a quantitative value. This is accomplished as 
follows: 
Independent Variables: 
Speed: (surface feet per minute) is set-by use of a 
+ varidyne control to~an accuracy of - 10 sfpm. 
Feed: (inches per revolution), is established in the 
pre·lirninary experiments to correspond (along with the 
speed and depth of cut) to roughing and finishing cut 
condi·tions. e.g. for the carbide tooling used the rough-
ing feed was 0.0204 ipr; and the finishing, 0.0156 ipr. 
Depth of Cut: (measured in inches) is set in the stand-
ard manner on the cross slide of the lathe. 
Bar Diameter: (measured in inches) is recorded and ex-
Qlllined for effect on the results. A discussion of bar 
'\; diame.is~:r influence appears in a ·following section. 
,{ 
Time: (measured in minutes) that is, the total time 
elapsed when measurements of flank wear and surface finish 
were made; it is not the time between measurements. 
~ Tool Type: In Tool Group One (carbide tools) the 
basic divisions were the following: 
Precision Ground: Tools prepared by the manufacturer 
with a·surface finish on the face and flank of 4 to 6. 
microinches nns. (KSH SNG 433) 
Utility Ground: Tools having both faces ground to a 
4 to 6 rnicroinch finish and flank remaining in the 
., 
.. 
.. ) 
·' 
-~-
• • . • •• • . - • ' ••• __ .....,,. .... _____ ...__.,__., ,, .. _,._._. ................ ~ •• -.. '., .·.;:' ,, ... ,,-.- ;'·','j<; ;; • ..:..: ,, __ • ·.: '', 
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I 
, 
condition present when removed from the sinter.ing mold, 
~ approximately 30-45-microinches nns. (KSH SNU 433) 
Side Ground: These tools are the inverse of the 
Utility Ground tools--the flank surfaces are finished 
to a 4-6 microinch level and\the top and bottom faces 
remain in an as sintered condition. (30-45 microinches) 
As Molded: Tools "in this category have no grinding 
operations perfonn~ ( They are received from the rnanu-
facturer after removal from the sintering mold. The 
only preparation for use is abrasive removal of loose 
surface deposits to assure accurate measurement of sur-
face finish. (30-45 microinches nns) 
In Tool Group 'Iwo {high speed steel tools) the basic 
divisions were the following: 
Precision Ground: Tools in this classification were, 
cut from M-3 forged bar stock, ground, and vacuum heat 
treated before a precision finishing process similar 
to metallurgical polishing was perfonned on all sur-
faces. 
Utility Ground: In a manner analogous to the treat-
ment of the carbide utility inserts, th~ high speed 
steel inserts were finish ground and polished to a 
roughness of 4 to 6 microinches nns on the face of the 
tool. The flank or siqes of the insert were not alter-
ed fo.llowing the vacuum heat treatments and evidenced • ~ i· 
a surface ,roughness of 25-30 microinches ·nns. 
Side Ground: Tools in this classification were ground. 
and polished at a 2 to 6 rnicroinch nns level on the 
flank surfaces. The grinding and polishing was per-
formed in a direction parallel to the cutting eq~e. 
' 
As Heat Treated: In this category, the tools were 
.. 
j 
-...... 
·' 
.. (J. 
9 .• 
I . ·-
//-, --,. '. 
(/finish ground prior to heat treatment and nt) further 
'··./ 
operations were perfonned. The.measured surface rough-
ness was 25-30 microinches rms. 
Work Material: is 6150 HRS from the same heat for car-
bides and 1117 CRS for high speed steel tools. 
(Details and results of tests conducted on the work 
material are found in Appendix II of this report.) 
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Dependent Variables: 
An important phase ·of the investigation was the,deter-
mination and evaluation of measurements for the .dependent· 
variables. The work perfonned in this area was the 
following: 
Surface Finish Measurement: (Tools)' The measurement 
of surface finish roughness of the tool material is per-
fonned with profilorneter and motortrace (a·c'omplete des-
. ,.,eription of this equipment is found in Appendix I of the 
report). Primary considerations in the surface finish 
measurement relate to the accuracy and precision of the 
method. 
• 
Accuracy: The accuracy of the device was verified 
by comparison with standard generated surfaces intended 
for this purpose and by slightly varying the relative posi-
tion of the components. _in the physical configuration while 
monitoring the effect on the original reading. It was con-
cluded that accuracy was primarily influenced by the 
following: 
(a.) angle between trace needle and surface worked 
/ 
·,a,. 
on--constancy in this area was maintained by fixturing the 
insert in a position where the angles could be readily ob-
served and measured •. 
(b.) rate of movement of the trace needle--the motor-
trace was employed to assure a constant rate. 
Several checks were made with the standard surface through-· 
out measurement to check for deviations. 
Precision: The degre·e of precision of the method is 
reflected in the ~tatistically determined tolerance limits 
which were attached to-the mean value for the reading. 
For the readings in the 3 to 6 p range the tolerance was 
" 
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' + + found to be - • 3 p and for the 40 to 60 )l range; ... 5 Jl. 
,:.:\',;}'.? 
This tolerance lim·it assures that a 95% confidence limit 
is maintained. It should be noted that loose surface 
___...--
pa rt i c 1 es on non-ground parts of the in·serts must be re-
moved with steel wool or other similar product to assure 
an accurate reading. In addition, an important assumption 
was made concerning the nose radius; it was assumed that 
this surface finish was similar to tthat of the flanks--
since no satisfactory way was devised to measure it. Fix-
turing difficulties and the actual·geometry of the speci-
--- ___
 ,, . 
men prohibited the development of a satisfactory technique • 
D 
. , 
I- ~ I 
D 
Orientation of 
tools being measured· 
- • Prof ilorneter · 
__
__
_ _
,_ _______
__
_ Mo.- _____ _ 
777777·77 -
~ ~ arrow indicates direction 
of trace 
Figure 1. Sketch of direction and gauging techniques of 
surf ace measurement on tool ins·erts. 
Surface Finish Measurement: (Work Surface) To mea-
·sure the surface finish _of the work material a Clevite 
Brush Surfindicator with a hand held Surfadrive is used. 
(A complete description of this device is found in 
Appendix I ) 
Accuracy: Using the same technique as employed in the 
profilometer tests the optimum angle of the tracing unit 
0 0 . 
with the workpiece was found (5 _to 6 aQove a horizontal 
reference plane). It was found that the angle relation-
• 
· . 
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• 
. . ship of the sensitive probe connecting to .the transducer 
and eventually resulting in a gauge readin
1
g was especially 
. , . 
important in measuring surfaces in the 200 to 400 micro-
inch nns range. While in the 125 microinch ·rms range (the 
range of the standard surface supplied by the manufacturer) 
the percent change by varying the angle was far less. No 
further investigations were conducted,. but it was felt that 
the waviness characteristics and mass-momentum properties 
of the sensing stylus were contributing factors to the 
observed phenomena. 
Precision: The overall precision of the technique·was ,, 
determined statistically to be within plus or minus 5% of 
I 
the arithmetic mean of the sample.values. This is slightly 
... 
larger than reported by some previous experimenters, but 
was felt to be adequate for the purposes of this experiment 
and as precise as possible considering the "state of the 
art" of surface measurement. A photograph of the experi-
mental setup and sketch showing important angular rela-
tions appear in Figures 2 and 3. 
Surf indicator 
---------r-- ------~)~ 0 
_ i_-_-_-_-_-..,..-----------== ~· 5 to 6 . 
I 
Work Piece 
I I I I 
··---~--.... ·~-~-----~·--· ... _._ ~ ... ' 
Arrow indicates 
. direction of 
· trace 
Figure 2. Geometry of work surface and surfindicator. 
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Friction Force Measurement: The friction force is 
calculated directly from the Ft (thrust force) and Fe 
(cutting force) · as indicated in the geometric sketches, 
photograph, and formulation shown below. 
Figure 4. Experimental setup with dynamometer and 
recorder in positio~. 
The technique of using the two component dynamorneter 
to measure thrust and cutting force has been well estab-
,. 
lished as accurate and precise (within stated ranges) by 
numerous previous investigations and no further investi-
gation of the method was felt necessary. It must be noted 
with respect to Equation 1 below, that the use of carbide 
tooling and the resulting negative rake angles forces 
· certain factors in the equation to have a dominan·t influ-
ence on the result. In other words since the equation is 
derived on the basis of a large range · of tools and cutting 
condition·s, the accuracy of its prediction may be decreased 
at extremes of· the range of input .variables. 
But as a contra argument to the above, the fact that 
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J.' 
the calculations are used only to compare tools having 
. the same geometrical relationship to the workpiece 
would tend to reduce the importance of any inherent error 
" in the mathematiCSo Giver, the, variables as defined in 
the sketch below the following can be calculated: 
t .. 
Equation (1) Fr :;: FT cosciC. + F c sin 0\. 
.. 
where 
Note: In 
" 
,.,, ., 
· .. :.· .. ' ·i. ·.• _', ... 
. 
. . ~ .. ,. '., 
~- ' I '• 
~-
. 
. 
' ,· 
. . 
l . . . 
' 
' 
= (F + F tan c() cost(. 
T c 
F --r 
F -
-C 
F -
r 
1k 
-
the case 
·. 
. . . 
' 
thrust force 
cutting force . 
friction force 
rake angle 
of carbides; 
•• 
Chip 
·Tool 
cos c( = 
sin <A.= 
F, 
(B.-a) 
... ------
•I 
• 
·. 
.• .• Work . 
· .. , 
•.... -· 
0.99619 
-0.08716 
' 
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. , C .... 
•, .. ., 
. 
r· 
.• i 
Figures. Force system acting on a continuous chip 
in orthogonal cutting. 
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16. '\ 
Flank Wear Measurements: Contributions to the tech-
nique of accurately measuring the flank wear on tool in-
'\. 
,., , • • r serts have been made by several previous experimenters 
in the Lehigh Manufacturing Processes Laboratory. 
The experimental setup is shown . in Figure 6 below • 
.... 
.Jr. ' •..• 
\ 
' . 
. \. 
Figure 6. Experimental setup for the measurement of flank wear and examination of the mode of failure on 
tool inserts. 
The following should be noted with respect to the 
above setup: 
(a.) a toolmakers microscope is used with veriner 
,..,, 
scales on the x and y axis to improve accuracy of the 
~measurement. 
(b.) an indirect light (green in color) can be 
directed and adjusted to help in defining t'e exact area 
of flarik wear. 
le.) a specially constructed jig to assure .similar 
• and perpendicular posi tioni~g of all inserts is used on 
r the table of the microscope. 
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Concerning the precision of measurements taken, at 
the start of the experimental runs repeated measurements 
,.,,.-. 
were taken and comparisons were made between observations 
of Mr. Zinuners and Professor Kane so that an accurate 
-idea of the definition of flank wear could be established. 
In addition the data sheets are constructed in a manner 
such that the values in previous runs are not directly 
above the recording space provided for the current read-
ing. Hence, unintentional bias in taking the measurement 
is avoided. 
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Figure 7. Photograph of tool flank taken through 
eyepiece of microscope setup as shown in Figure 6. 
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\ 
' The analysis of data generated in·the experiment was 
.. 
augmented by the use of several statistical techniques. 
'To save time and add accuracy the General Electric 225 
· computer was employed, using "canned" programs prepared 
by ~he Lehigh University Computing Laboratory staff and 
programs deyeloped and written specifically for this 
project. 
nr 
A brief conunent is in order to ~larify the place 
which statistical analysis will asswne in the overall 
evaluation. Firstly, it will be used to determine the 
precision of a series of measurements assumed to be mern-
.. , 
bers of a common distribution (i.e. assignment of toler-
ance limits to a sample of surface roughness measurements 
taken on a spe~imen). And secondly, analysis of variance 
and Student's 11 t" techniques will be used (when residual 
variability is reasonably homoscedastic) to assist in 
assigning probabilitie.s to the hypothesis that sample 
groups are or are not from the same distribution. It is 
. 
intended not to replace but simply augment and in some 
cases add an objective, quantitative measure to the ex-
perimenter's judgment and interpretation of the results 
of an investigation. 
The analysis of variance technique is primarily used 
to determine whether or not a significant difference.ex-
ists between tool$ under·· a given set of cutting conditions 
and after 9a certain .time has elapsed. Using this method 
a sample calculation will be performed, analysis.of the· 
results, and any assumptions made will be noted. 
•' 
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Sample Calculation using Analysis of Variance 
Given the following data: 
Feed: 0.0204 ipr 
Speed: 375 sfpm ~ 
Depth: 0.100 inches 
(-b·" 
Time: · one minute 
Flank Wear: Precision; 
(in.x lQ-4) Utility; 
As Molded; 
Side Ground; 
34,36,44,53,5~6,62,75 
56,61,74,79,76,65,73,76 
48,54u89 0 70,64,85,81,89 
40,43o30 0 43 0 38 0 S0 0 45,45 
A sample computer print out for the above case is seen 
in Figure 8 below. 
.ANAL VS IS OF VAR X ANCE rOR FACTOR I AL DES l GNS · 
.. • .. ...... -· • -- ' -- - • ••• • • • -
• ... ._ ~ • • • • 4 •• • • • - ..... 
. 
-NUM~~R·· OF-:-f·Ac·r·oRS ...... .___,.,.=---
0 
===--~·1--~--:··-·~---a-. -,'.-fi, ---
NUMBER·- O f:_.f3 E.P L ..X .C.AJ~§..~ . __ 8 _____ ; ·--·--------
LEVELS OF'· A · . 4 ~ .T. 0 T A L ... N 0 .. ~ .... 0 t ·• . 0 B_ S V • ____ :... ~-... _ _ ·- · ~ 2 ___ ! _ _ _ .... 
. •, 
.... ....--.. ............... 
Erf ECT· . -......... ----!C Or . 
' . 
/ 
-. ·-·· ... -· ..... _ ..... . 
... .. ·-·. - .... - MEAN SQUARES 
,,-
A · .,. · · 3 ~ ~ 
.. ~ .. , 5 36 5 o 9 3 7 .. o.4 .. _.' .. _};.. .. ~ 1.7 ea 3 6 4 6 ____ 0_4. 
-............ ----· ·--. .... _.......,._... --
WI. i HIN ... · ·2a , 3 a 2 5 3 7 5 o . : o 4 . . S Su<tt: 9 13 6 6 2 o 5 4 o 3 
' • I 
• • 
·- -..... I···---·-· .. ·------ ·------ ...... -. ........... ~ ........ - '. - .. • -• • , • -•· - -.~ - Od ... o ... _.. ____ ,_ 
• e91904687. 04 ., · • ·r O 'r Al.· 
• 
.. 
I I 
·GRAND i~EAN 
·- - .. . .. ·--..~ .. -··-··. -~·~---:~-------·-:.. ··-~~'· 5 8 7..18 7 5 O_L0.2 __ ··--- ·----~--... ----
Figure 8 • Sample computer print-out for Analysis of 
Variance. 
Step One: 
Using the F-distribution and the appropriate degrees of free~ 
'\. 
/ . . . ~ 
dom at the/95% level of confidence, calculations are completed. 
ss. 
F = 3 = 51 9 • 5 = ~,.7 l 1 • ca c SS2 73.0 · F·(3,28;.0S) = 2 • 95 '" 
Since 7.1 > 2.95, the null hypothesis H is rejected and a 
0 
difference exists • • 
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Step Two: 
,, 
.. 
) . 
To detennine exactly which tools differ, a method develop-
2 ed by J. Tukey will be employed. A factor "K" is deter-
mined ,according to the following: __ 
... K = K~ SS 2 = 3. 50 13 6 
-
- 14.3 
C 8 
where: ss; = mean square of within treatment variance 
C = number of replications 
r = number of factors 
K' -- 3 read f rorn table ( ente,red with 
r = 4; r<c-1)=28) 
Knowing the mean values for the· flank wear measurements as 
shown in the table above and the calculated K value of 14.3, 
Q the specific tools which differ by more than a 95% confi-
dence level can be detennined. 
Tool Type:. Precision 
Avg .Fl. Wear: 
( in.x 1.0-4 ) 
: 
50.6 
Utility 
70.0 
As Molded Side Ground 
72.5 41.7 
In the above it can be seen that they fall into the two 
groups. The Precision and Side Ground are one cluster of 
points and the Utility and As Molded are another. ,. l, 
To further aid in the overall analysis it is desirable to 
know the level of confidence which can be assigned to stat-
ing that a difference exists between tools other than speci-
fied by the Analysis of Variance and K value. One method 
o:f approach which can be used is to use the ·student' s II t" 
statistic q.nd compare the ·As Molded and Utility; and the 
Precision and Side Ground tools. A program was written to 
perfonn this computation and appears in AppendixV of this 
report. An abbreviation of the print out from this pro~ram 
is presented in Figure 9 • The· tenn "UTILITY COMPARED WITH 
AS MOLDED" refers to the calculated "t" valu·e. This value 
is compared with the appropriate statistic in the table of 
t-distribution for n-2 degrees of freedom or in this case 
j 
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tel~ 14 and by interpolation the level of significance is 
detennined. 
. 
PRECISION COMP A RED ~, I :SI ne :GROUND • • . . 176-a·e·2·9·:i:9·+oo--:-s ·P~f=---· .......... - • 
' 
• • 
• 
. 
• 
,· 
UTILIYY C~f:0 WliH ··MOLDED AS 
. 3.9280997~0, SUA· .. • • 
. . . -
. 
. 
' 
Figure 9 o Portio.n of the print-out .for statistical analy-
sis using the Student 0 s "t" distribution. 
In Figure 10 below the computed values are entered on 
a graphical plotting of the mean values of the flank wear 
. 
values. The percentage figures are the confidence that the 
given pair of tools are not from the same distribution. It 
can be seen that as the values of the aritbmetic mean con-
,·. verge to the same figure and the variances .decrease, the 
percent confidence that a difference exists approaches zero. 
• 
-.~ \ -•M···-·· •. 
'· 
.. 120 (Representative segment of ) 
(graphical data presentation) 
100 
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• 0 
As .M~lded._} 30% 
Utility · . 
80 
-95% 
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• 
Precision ~}· 
. 88% Side Ground . 40 
-
% confidence that 
20 a difference exists 
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1 5 
\· Elapsed time (minutes) 
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Figure 10. Graphical presentation of the difference in 
flank wear between tools under roughing cut conditions. 
Differences· dete.rmi~1ed by analysis of variance of 95% con-
t· 
f idence level and lower confidences between the two pairs 
of points are shown as labeled • 
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A study of the effect of bar diameter was conducted 
when it was observed in the analysis of data that the '" 
L • 
• possibility of a relationship between bar diameter. and 
,. 
··, .. ,r-~--
. rate of flank wear existed. The relationship observed 
was that the wear on.\ all tc)ols seemed to be less for the 
' larger diameter cuts. 
Bef~ the statistical analysis was conducted to aid 
in evaluation, several additional cuts were made to com-
plete a randomized matrix of data points with respect to 
the cut diameter. It can readily be seen that if the bar 
diameter influence .is not clarified, the results of the 
study must be extremely restricted.and qualified--a· 
· statement of results would have tG-"~read, ~'The following 
relationships pertain only to the set diameter listed." 
It was suggested that possible causes of the effect 
might be: 
(a.) changes in the angular relationship of the tool 
a·nd workpiece _as the diameter decreases • 
. 
-(b.) changes resulting in the . adjustment of surface 
speed and feed rate to maintain constant values for these 
input values. " 
Fortunately, the results of the statistical analysis 
and observation indicated that there was no significant 
"between tool" factor due to change in diameter. 
• • 
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Tabular Summary of Results 
1. Carbide Tools - Finishing Cuts 
Tool Material: Sintered Carbide, K5H SN- 433 
Tool Geometry: -5, -5, 5, 5, 15, 15, 3/64 
Work Material: 6150 HRS; 258 to 345 BHN. 
• Cutting Conditions: V = 500 sfpm. 
f = O.Ol56ipr. 
d = 0.030 in. 
• 
Table 1. Sintered Carbide - Finishing Cuts 
After one 
minute 
After three 
minutes 
After five 
minutes 
., . 
Fl. Wear_4 (in X 10 ) 
Frie. Force 
(lbf) 
Surf. Fin. 
(u nns) 
Precision 
43.4 
46.1 
176 
Fl. W~ar_4 ~ (in 56.6 X 10 ) 
Frie. Force 47.4 (lbf) 
Surf. Fin. 
178 (u nns) 
Fl. Wear_4 75.0' (in X 10 ) 
... 
Frie. Force 52.0 (lbf) . 
Surf. Fin. 185 (u nns) 
Tool 
Utility 
48.2 
43.2 
.164 
,. 
6:6~_.() 
48.1 
170 
. 83.0 
52.1 
172 
Types 
As Molded 
56.8 
54.3 
,, 
. \ 
190: 
74.1 
58.4 
189 
92.5 
61.3 
198 
.J· 
Side·. 
37.8 _ 
44.1, 
188 
151.3 
47.1 
1·9'.0 
66.4 
49.0 
192. 
'. 
/ 
Note: For detailed infonnation on tool composition, t.ool-
ing configuration, work material, complete tabulation of 
all original data, complete statistical analysis, etc. 
refer to Appendix 
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• 
; ~ 2. Carbide Tools - Roughing Cuts 
Tool Material: Sinte~red Carbide, KSH ·sN- 433 
Tool Geometry: -5, -5, 5, 5, 15, 15, 3/64 
Work Material: 6150 HRS 
.. : 
-~ Cutting Conditions: V = 375 sfpm • 
. ·},···:- f _;:; ___ o. o 2 p4ipr. 
d = 0.100 in. 
Table 2. Sintered Carbide - Roughing Cuts 
After one 
minute 
After three 
minutes 
· After five 
""" minutes 
• 
... 
Precision 
Fl. Wear_4 (in X 10 ) 51.0 
···-·~~ .. 
(' Frie. Force 204 _5 (lb£) 
~urf. Fin. 315 (u rms) 
Fl. Wear_4 87.5 (in X 10 ) 
Frico Force 245 _2 (lb-f) 
Surf. Fin. 332.l 
. (u rms) 
F7· Wear_4 113.6 (in X 10 } 
Frie. - Force 271 3 (lb£) 
<~ 
Surf. Fin. 324 _4 (u rms) 
Tool Types 
Utility As Molded Side 
70.0 72.5 41.7 
.,r 
~ 205.8 I 212. 7· 203 .4 · 
288 316 300 
' 
122.2 . 101.8 6"7. 7 
'-.. ______,.. 
252.8 234.5 232.4 ('v 
301.8 324.2 311.8 
163.3 ·12.2.0 82.8 
. ..j 
28 7 .1 ~- 261.1 256.4 
308.7 335.0 310.0 
/ 
.. 
4 
Note: For detailed info·nnation on tool compositio:n, tool-
ing configuration, ··work material, complete tabulation of 
all or3~ginal dat;,, comple.te statistical analysis, etc • 
refer to Appendix 
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3. High Speed Stee·l Tools 
- Finishing Cuts. 
Tool Material: M-3 High Speed Steel ... 
.:; 
·.:-·:· 
\ Tool Geometry: 0, 5, 11, 6, 15, 15, 3/64 
""'-. Work Material: 1117 CRS, BI-ill 137 
• • Cutting Conditions: V =300 sfprn. 
f =0.0102 I ipr. 
d = o. 030 • in. 
Table 3. High Speed Steel Tools 
- Finishing Cuts 
Tool Types 
Precision Utility As Hea~ .. · Side Fl. Wear_4 
· Treate 
22.8 20.2 27.3 32.1 (in x.10 ) 
After one Frie. Force minute 4.87 4.52 3.81 4. 93• I (lbf) • .. 
Surf. Fin. 118 132 10:9 123 {u rms) 
II 
Fl. Wear_4 · 31.8 30.1 56.5 47.3 {in X 10 ) 
After three Frie. minutes Force 5.02 5.32: 4.22 5.61 (lbf) 
Surf. Fin. 
(u rms) ~ 117 1·3-'0· 90.6 122 . ·. :· ... - -
.,.---
Fl. Wear_4 {in 35.5 43.0 65.2 56.8 X 10 ) 
After five 
Frie. Force 
· minutes 5.96 5.59 (lbf) 4.65 6.57 
Surf. Fin. 
120 128 .l:Oi 129 (u nns) 
./ 
·, 
Note: For detailed infonnation on tool composition, tool-• 
ing configuration, work material, complete tabulation of 
all original data, complete statistical analysis, _etc. 
refer to Appendix 
...... r ,. ·•:• ... ,··, • .. ·-·:.r ,.-i,.-.,.,,_ .•... , ..... , .. , .. ,. __ a,- ........ ,--··· .• 
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!, 
4. High Speed Steel Tools - Roughing Cuts 
Tool.Material: M-3 High Speed Steei 
Tool Geometry: 0, 5, 11, 6, 15, 15, 3/64 
'Work Material: 1117 CRS, BHN 137 
•', 
Cutting Conditions: V = 200 sfpm. 
ft:·~ O. O 204 ipr. 
d = O. 075 in. 
After one 
minute 
After three 
minutes. 
After five 
minutes 
Table- 4. High Speed Steel Tools 
Tool 
Precision Uti~ity 
Fl. Wear_4 18.7 (in X 10 ) 
Frie. Force 
., 25 .4 (lbf) 
Surf. Fin. 278 (u nns) 
Fl •. Wear_4 29 •3 
:(i:n X 10 ) ' 
Frie. Force 
(lbf) 28.0 
Surf. Fin~ 
{u rms) 276 
Fl. Wear_4 4 :q._ 3 (in X 10 ) 
Frie. Force 
(lbf) 
Surf. Fin. 
(u nns) 
30.8 
285 
25.0 
26.2 
293 
35.3 
28.~ 
295 
47.8 
30.6 
302 
-
Roughing 
Types 
As Heat 
Treated 
29.1 
27~7 
305 
45.2 
29.8 
2:9.2' 
47.8 
32.2 
301 
Cuts 
Side 
36.2 
25.4 
316: 
48.6 
27.8 
317 
• 
4·7.3 
30.0 
307 
Note: For detailed infonnation on tool composition, too·l-
' ' ing eonfigurat:ion, work material, complete tabulation of 
all original data,· complete statistical analysis, etc. 
refer to Appendix 
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Flank Wear Measurements for Sintered Carbide 
Roughing Cuts 
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• Fi~re 13. Friction Force Measurements for Sintered Carbide 
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. Figure 15. Surface Finish,Measurements for Sintered Carbide 
Roughing Cuts 
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Figure 16. Surface Finish Measurements for Sintered Carbide 
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Figure 17. Flank Wear Measurements for- High Sp~ed Steel 
·· ·Roughing Cuts 
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ligure 19. Friction Force Measurements for High Speed Steel 
Roughing Cuts 
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Surface Finish Measurements for High Speed Steel 
Roughing Cuts 
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Figure 22. Surface Finish Measurements for High Speed Steel 
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Carbide Perfonnance Summary 
Friction Force: In the finishing cuts, where the 
magnitude of the friction force was in the 50 lbf. range, 
the force recorded for the As Molded tools was signifi-
cantly higher than the Precision, Utility, or Side Ground 
tools whose differences were not detectable statistically, 
and relative positions (of arithmetic mean) varied with 
cutting time. In roughing cuts, magnitude 200 to 280 lbf., 
it·was not possible to distinquish statistically at a 95% 
confidence level a difference in the four basic surface 
configurations tested. The highest statistically signi-
ficant difference was 78% and this occurred after five 
minutes of testing. (Refer to graphs appearing previously.} 
Surface Finish: In the finishing cuts, range of 
values 165 to 195 microinches, no statement with respect 
to any relative ranking of the various tool finishes used . 
can be made. It should be noted that the highest :t.evel 
of statistical significance level was 85 per cent. In the 
. j 
roughing cuts which were in the 28~ to 335 microinch range, 
the highest level of statistical significance occurred 
after three minutes of testing and was 89% between Preci-
sion Ground and Utility Ground inserts with Utility giving 
the relatively rougher finish. The ranking of the arith-
metic means varied with time giving further support to ·'the 
suggested lack of statistical significance in the results • 
.. 
Flank Wear: · For finishing cuts, data and statistical 
analyses conducted indicate ~tnat it is pos.sible to rank 
. . 
the results as follows: After one minute of testing· the 
As ~Molded tools had a statistically' significant (95% con-· 
fidence} greater rate of flank wear than the Precision 
and Side Ground inserts. After three minutes the As 
. :, 
~f 
. , . 
• I' . 
.. 
I 
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,. 
Molded differed significantly in the ·same pattern from 
the Utility, Precision and Side Ground. It was also 
po~~~ble to detect a difference between the Utility and 
Precision Ground--the latter perfonning better (reduced 
wear rate). After five minutes of testing the same rela-
tive ranking was maintained, but it is important to note 
that the difference between the Precision and Utility 
Ground inserts was only 85%. 
The roughing cuts.showed a different result which 
will allow some important adoitional conclusions to be 
' 
made. A.fter one minute of testing the As Molded and 
Utility, wearing at a greater rate, differed significant-
ly from the Precision and·side Ground. (This is the com-
parison discussed in detail in the Statistical Analysis 
section of this report.) After three minutes of cutting 
time elapsed the tools could.be ranked as follows: Utility, 
As Molded, Precision, and Side Ground, with Utility show-
ing the greatest wear and statistical differences between 
tools of 90%, 85%, 95%, respectively. After five minutes, 
the Utility tool was wearing more rapidly and differed at 
a 99% confidence level from As Molded and Precision (wear-
ing at the lowest rate) which differed by 95% from Side 
Ground tools. 
... 
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q High Speed Steel Perfonnance Summary 
Friction Force: In the finishing cuts, where the 
magnitude of the friction force was less than 10 lbf., 
it was impossible to determine a statistically signifi-
cant difference between the tool surface conditions test-
ed. In roughing cuts, .the same condition was evident and 
~ 
as the time at which cutting occurred increased from one 
to five minutes there was a strong tendency for the ex-
perimental data to assume a configuration indicating that 
only one distribution and mean were present. The range 
of values was between twenty and thirty-five lbf. 
Surface Finish: In finishing cuts, range of values 
95 to 135 microinches nns, it was possible to detect a 
-
statistically significant result after three minutes of 
testing indicating that the As Heat Treated tool generated 
a finer surface finish.when measured in the manner pre-
viously described in this report. It should be noted that 
the other three tool types were closely grouped and that 
their relative ranking differed between observation periods. 
In the roughing cuts, the measured microinch fini.sh values 
ranged from 275 to 320 microinches nns and differed at a 
54% statistical confid.ence lev.e\ after one minute of cut-
ting. Further statistical tests applied to the data fol-
lowing five minutes of cutting indicated that the tendency 
for a difference in the means to develop separable values 
was diminished. 
Flank Wear: In the finishing cut conditions, several 
differences having a high value of statistical signifi-
cance can be noted. After one minute of testing the As 
Heat Trea·ted and Side Ground tools, perforniing poorer, dif-
fered from the,Precision and Utility inserts at a 99% 
.. 
( . 
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.; 
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·:·._ .... ~·--~ . ..... ~ 
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! 
confidence level. This pattern was maintained for each 
of the measured intervals. And after five minutes of 
testing, a finer distinction could be established indi-
cating that the Precision tool was wearing at a rate 
lower than the Utility tool--supported at the 93% confi-
dence level. In the roughing cuts, the only statisti-
-cally significant result appeared after one minute of 
cutting--the Side Ground and Precision tools differed at 
the 94% confidence level with the Precision performing 
the better--less flank land wear. After five minutes of 
cutting, the data were grouped in such a manner that sta-
tistical .analysis revealed a 90% confidence that there 
was no difference in the parent distributions from which 
the observations were drawn. ) 
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DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
-· 
In developing a theoretical explanation of the ob-
served phenomena, several theories based on previously 
' 
conducted experiments employing simplified and idealized 
representations of the metal cutting process will be con-
sidered. Infonnation gleaned from actual industrial 
situations--which however lack a controlled experimental 
envirorunent with peripheral sensory devices; along with 
the specific results of the thesis study will be used to 
establish a basic framework of analysis. 
I/}, 
It is felt that the case of the carbide perfonnance 
can be explained in terms of the inhomogenity of the 
tool material following the sintering operation and by 
9onsidering variations of the cutting edge as a result 
- of the grinding operation. From information provided as 
a result of studies conducted within the carbide industry, 
it is known that tool material similar to the KSH used in 
these tests snows a reduction in cobalt content from 6% 
to 4 of 4~% for -a few thousands of an inch from the sur-
. ~ 
face. Normally, t<Jrinding substantially removes this lay-
er if a precision ground insert is desired. But in the 
case ot the utility ground insert, tne removal of the top 
thickness of material from the face surface at the cutting 
edge of .the tool exposes an intersection w11ose properties 
with respect to fla~ land wear are less desirable than 
other combinations. The characteristics which the grind-
. 
. 
ing operations impart to the tool with respect to per-
formance are developed in the· following discussion. Lead-. 
ing to a general conclusion for the carbide tooling con-
fig-urations, that an important factor is the interaction 
,,. 
... 
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· of edge roughness and the· combination of·properties in-
herent in the material itself and varied by the grinding '• 
operation. These factors must be considered along with 
• 
the standard parameters in tooling selection in order to 
minimize metal removal costs. 
For the case of high speed steel cutting tools, 
theoretical considerations take into account a differ-
ent hierarchical ranking of influencing parameters. It 
is felt as a result of the investigation conducted that 
the rougher surface.finish, having a hisher nns reading 
under cutting conditions, will have a higher force per 
unit area on the asperities present. And that this in-
creased nonnal stress will generate fewer particles, but 
when combined with the accompanying factors of tempera-
ture and pressure increase will generate more wear par-
ticles. However, it was also noted in. the experimental 
results that increasing the severity of the cutting con-
,. ditions resulted in the fairly rapid deterioration of 
the surfaces involved. The more severe abrasion tending 
to reduce benefits accruing from a higher surface finish. 
The following.discussion will consider in detail the 
framework of experimental evidence relating to the thesis 
topic and will relate these to the results and phenomena 
observed in the tests conducted. 
• 
•. ~----------------------------
' ' .. 
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For the purpose of analyzing the observed results, 
it is necessary to briefly review the basic character-
istics of any single-point metal cutting tool, which 
are ess~ntially the following: 
toughness, and wear resistance. 
hot or red hardness, 
• I Any rigorous evaluation 
of tool performance must attempt to determine the influ-
ence of the inter-related mechanisms involved in the 
above factors on the tool' s functioning. I.n the research 
currently being discu·sssed, a standard tool type from the 
high speed steel group and one from the carbide family of 
metal removal tools was selected--a type M-3 (high speed 
steel) and type C-7(carbide). The composition of these 
materials ~l?/~resented in Appendix I ·b and I c (additional 
details with respect to heat treatments and tests conduct-
ed prior to the main body of _experimental work are found 
in Appendix I a of this _report.) 
The tenn hot hardness is associated with the ability 
of the cutting tool to retain hardness as temperature is 
increased. Toughness refers to the ability to resist 
breakage which may.occur because of chipping as the result 
A 
of brittleness or it may assume the fonn of fracture due 
to exceeding the limit of plastic deformation. The third 
major characteri~tic, wear resistance--basically referring 
to the removal of material from the tool surface, can be 
described by terms such as "flank wear" and II crater wear" 
. ' 
> which refer primarily to the physical shape of the tool, or 
a more detailed mechanical-metallurgical approach can be 
assumed: involving·abrasion, adhesion with the resulting 
material transfer, corrosion with removal the product of 
chemical action, etc. 
I 
' 
t( 
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First, consider in detail the case of tungsten car-
bide cutting tools, where a fundamental difference exists 
between the wear mechanism in this material and most 
other tool types. Essentially,. the interface contact is 
' more severe than point to point contact at high points 
on the-abrading surfaces--with the mechanism tending to 
bulk shear as opposed to sliding at the interface. There 
is strong evidence to support the contention that pro-. 
cesses based on attrition and· diffusion are the more im-
portant causes of wea~r. _ In the diffusion wear process, 
' 
critical variables are the temperature at the cutting 
edge and the rate of flow of chip material across the 
tool face and flank. Consequently, this type of wear 
is directly influenced by the cutting speed and the more 
important become the metallurgical relationships between 
the tool and work material. The attrition process is 
less dependent on temperature and more closely re;I.ated 
to the unevenness of flow of material across the tool and 
the ability of the tool to withstand the tearing action 
under conditions of seizure. 
-
In the case of high speed steel tools the possibili-
ty of abrasion because of hard particles in the work 
- ~ 
material is occasionally the case, but with cemented car-
bide tools where the inserts themselves are harder than· · 
the work.material or any of its constituents, the case is· 
more difficult to support on the basis of --theoretical 
speculation and experimental evidence concerned with the 
direction and nature of scratches of the type caused by 
l 
hard abrading particles. ·, 
A basic, well accepted explanation for the mechanism 
of cutting edge deterioration is that for carbides contain-
-
I 
_i,, ' ', 
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ing less than 10% cobalt there exists a continuous WC 
skeleton with high strength characteristics embedded_ 
in a matrix of soft and low melting cobalt. When the 
• 
cutting edge begins to wear as the chip fonns, the co-
balt is eroded first leaving the WC skeleton with re-
duced support and subject to crumbling depending on its~ 
hardness and toughness. It has been reported that 
a liquid phase fonns between we-co alloys and steel at 
a temperature between 2370°F and 2465°F, and that this 
liquid alloy in the fonn of a thin film is rapidly 
' 4 
swept away resulting in flank and cratering wear. · 
In an experimental study designed to detennine the 
) --· 
exact nature of some of the abovementioned phenomena 
small specimens with lapped surfaces were clamped in 
contact in a furnace having a reducing atmosphere, to 
detennine the temperature at which the specimens first 
adhered. The results of this investigation are sununari-
zed as follows: 
(a) The tendency for a cemented carbide to weld to 
steel increases with increased cobalt content. 
(b) WC or.Tic has a much less tendency to weld to 
steel than do the products containing cobalt. 
(c) The tendency to weld increases with decreased 
~trength of steel. 
• 
(d) The .adhesion temperatures between-steel and ce-
mented carbides are higher than between steel and high 
speed steel. 
(e) The adhesion temperature between steel and the 
WC-Tic compositions is much higher than between steel and 
the TiC-f ree Pades. 5 
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Since, as mentioned previously, the .. surf ace finishing---
operations on the tool influence basicaliy two areas--the 
composition of the tool mat~rial at the tool chip inter-
face and the cutting edge at the face-flank intersection; 
it is also important~to review an experiment related to the 
tool composition and rate of flank wear. In Figures 23a 
to 23d photomicrographs (at approximately 1050 x magni-
. fication) show a series of metal-cutting cemented carbides 
of different composition having the same hardness level of 
RA 92.0. Figure 23a~ essentially a standard WC-Co com-
position with no solid so_lution or third phase, but con-
taining a small quantity of Tac. (This is seen by observ-
ing the small dark areas in the Figure) In Figure 23b a 
composition of WC compound, Co binder, and a.solid solution 
of WC-TiC-TaC-NbC is shown. This is a three phase com-
position, but contains a moderate amount of the solid solu-
tion phase. Figure 23c is a similar composition with the 
exception that the third phase of solid-solution-phase con-
tent is considerably higher than shown in Figure 23b. 
(This can be readily seen by the fact that there are more 
and larger grains of the solid solution phase.) Figure 23d 
,is a photomicrograph of the following composition: the 
solid solution phase of WC-Tic and Cobalt only, with no WC 
compound or Tac content. To illustrate a point discussed 
previously it can be observed that the material.of Figure 
is of medium hardness a~d strength, but a harder version 
(less binder) or a stronger more shock-resistant version 
6 (more binder) could be formulated. ~ 
-·""• ... -,----~· -· -----'-""----.......... =-·-·-· ... ·---··~--, ... -~-~ ...... 
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The tool-life curve of flank wear vs. are·a of ma·-
chined surface for the above described tooling is shown 
in Figure 24. It Can be readily observed that, although 
the RA hard~ess was constant, the wear rate varies con-
siderably different. The crater wear observations (not 
shown) followed ther same general trend a·s the flank· wear 
observations. 
Figure 23a. WC-Co. 
Figure 23c. \~lC--
(TaC-TiC-NbC) -Co. 
• 02 l 
.01J 
I 
1to 
Machi.ned 
- l \-., 
200 
surface (in2) 
Figure 23b. iv~-
(TaC-TiC-NbC) -co. 
Figure 23 .. d·· .... (WC-TiC)-Co. 
Figure 24. Fla11k wear vs • 
. progressive machining, for grades 
shown in Figures 23a to d. 
Conditions: 0.100-in. depth, 
:Q. 010-in. feed, 3~00 sfpm; 
-so, 
tool, 
15°, 
1/32 
-5° I s0 I s0 ,· 15° I 
in.; material, Pb 
Bhn; dry turning. 
4150, 330. 
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In light of the above discussion, a·· possible mecha-
nism to explain the wear phenomena observed in the experi-
ment conducted can be suggested. Consider first the flank 
land wear in finishing cuts--in which it was possible to 
associate a high level of statistical significance to the 
difference in perfonnance of the As Molded and Utility 
tools when compared with the Precision and Side Ground in-
serts. It is theorized that the reasons for this· occur-
rence can be explained as a combination of the following 
-
factors: 
Inhomogenity of tool material following the sintering 
operation: It is generally accepted and the result of 
several carefully conducted experiments that the surface 
of a·tool having the composition of the KSH used _has a re-
duction in the percentage cobalt content for several thou-
sands of an inch. Where the composition of the parent tool 
is 6% cobalt, the surface will have 4 to 4~% cobalt. And 
it is apparent from the previous discussion that this 
would create a surface con·dition with increased wear resist-
ance but reduced toughness. Schematic representations 
• 
showing variations in composition of the four tooling con-
figurations are shown in Figures 25a to 25d below. 
Flank 
(a) As 
· Molded 
' Exposed brittle 
edge after 
grinding 
t,.".-Face 
_.,, .. ~ 
,,.. 
Face 
] Cobal yf '"~~1:"ting 
poor ; edge 
,. 
(b) Uti_lity (c) Side 
ill 
Ground 
.. 
Figure·,; 25. Variations in tool composition. 
·,, I 
Face 
Edge roughness 
7 to 20 u rms 
(dJ Precision 
I 
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• 
variations in condition of the cutting edge o~ the 
tool: RMS values determined by using a specially equipped 
stylus with a chisel tip revealed that, with the exception 
of the As Molded inserts, the edge roughness of the tools 
was in the·same range. However, the point to be considered 
as primary is that in the finishing operation the edge 
grinding is performed parallel to the cutting edge hence_ 
· tending to reduce any severe.aspirities on the flank while 
the utility ground insert with a ground face will essenti-
ally have a regular pattern of variation following the 
contour of the feed marks resulting from the grinding opera-
tion. A schematic representation of the hypothesized con-
ditions is shown in figures26a and 26b below. 
·• .. 
' .. 
\cobalt 
depletion 
Utility Tool 
<!. 
Face 
... . )• t .• •. ,;iu . l') 1 t . 7 'ff.., J. '..S ?F -v. ~~-·,;i ,·,.,; · ··· · ·;.-•·t< :.-.,. ·. ·. ~- •· .- ·,,. • ' ~.'';• · ~ .r• · ·#f" 1
,,,- ." . . r r • 
. - - - ) \ Cobalt Poor 
-
-·• ·---
___ ... _. __ ,.-.-- 4• · ·s---~-~vr_,........ __ ..._, . 
---···- .... ---- -·· --- ------·----------
... 
Side Ground Tool 
..,.,_ ..... 
Grind direction 
Figure 26. Too·l surface condition; (a) Utility, (b) Side. 
Hence, as is illustrated in Figure 25 above the 
Utility and As Molded inserts have a combination of more 
I 
wear resistance but more brittle edge exposed to the di-
-
rection of material flow over the flarik and it is this 
factor acting in conjunction to the regular (in the case 
of utility ground) or roughe~ (in the As Molded) that 
•• 
. • .,...:J 
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. pennits stress concentrations and the resulting deteri-
oration of the cutting edge and increased flank land wear 
in the case of finishing cuts. 
'!! In the roughing cut conditions (refer to Fi~re 11 } · 
the mechanism is suspected to be similar and in the initial 
stages of the cutting operation the flank land wear occurs 
as predicted with a 95% statistical confidence that the 
previou~ly discussed pattern of wear is occurring. How-
ever, in the measurements tak~n after 5 minutes of cutting, 
the perfonnance of the Utility tool can not be explained. 
It may be hypot4esized that a combination of increased 
friction forces on the As Molded tool (refer to Figure 13) 
alter the stresses on the cutting edge and flank of the 
,-
.tool in such a manner that a favorable condition is gen-
erated. -Great caution must be employed when attempting to 
assign one particular effect as the cause in a tool wear 
situation. vlhere severe chipping or excessive heating is 
~ observed; the case is more clear cut. But in the experi-
ment under discussion, the following factors must be con-
sidered: (1) a fragile edge--when considered in compari-
son with the four surface configurations and the cutting 
conditions present; (2) the surface finish on the face and 
flank of the tool being subject to built- up. edge deposit --
due to g·reater asperities on the one hand; but as mentioned 
previously, (3) being 1?-onconducive to BUE.on the basis of 
tool compositi.on. Clearly, the relative influence of the 
<it factors is not obvious. It should be noted that the above 
comparisons are intended to apply only within a .group with 
similar compositions--since the cobalt deple~ion at the 
surface of the As Molded tool an9 variations of the cutting 
edge would probably be considered secondary effects when 
p 
.. · 
47~ 
tool· composition or edge prep.aration (such as honing) 
was attempted. 
rf 
Clearly, ·the implication of this study is .that atten-
tion to the interaction of suspected effects is preferable 
in degree of sophistication to the attempting to assign 
only one predominant mechanism. In an industrial applica-
tion, the.tooling to be reconunended on the basis of a 
standard algorithm would be the application of the Utility 
insert for the roughing situation. _This would be based on 
good crater resistance on the face--due to composition, and 
good wear resistance on the flank of the tool--because of 
the cobalt depletion. But the results of the closely con-
trolled study just· conducted point out the necessity for 
the inclusion of at least one additional consideration, 
- and the resulting tool selection would probably be the As 
Molded insert. The economic feasibility of conducting a 
complicated study to detennine tooling selection is not 
in· question, but the advisibility of maintaining a greater 
flexibility in tooling types to be considered is supported. 
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I In the case of the high speed steel · tool inserts --: 
•, 
~iffering in properties from the tungsten carbide in-
serts discussed previo·usly: the predominant wear mecha-
nisms, as established by-numerous investigators, will be 
reviewed and related to the surface finish variations on 
t:he test specimens. The principle mechanisms in the 
wear of high speed tool steels exposed to cutting condi-
tions similar to this experiment's are the following: 
metal transfer; plowing; and, asa secondary effect, 
solid state diffusion. 
The metal transfer--welding at minute points of con-
tact on the tool and work material interface, when smooth 
metaljsurfaces slide past each other involves the forma-
tion of very fine debris as material is removed from 
either one of the surfaces when the junctions are broken.· 
Holm has presented a semi-quantitative picture of the 
micro-transfer type of wear process that is useful in 
explaining certain observed wear characteristics involved 
in the experiment under discussion. He pictures two mat-
ing surfaces in contact as shown in Figure 27, where.the 
spacing of the individual atoms along the real area of 
,/ 
Figure. 27. Exaggerated representation of real areas of 
contact of sliding surfaces. 
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contact A is a. r·t should be noted that the real area . r 
of contact A is a small fraction of the apparent area A. r 
When the upper surface is moved a distance d relative to 
-the lower surface, any atom on the uppe·r surface at a 
point of contact will encounter d/a atoms on the lower 
surface. The total number of contacts for all atoms in 
dA . Ar(d) the real area will be or r. If Vis the 
~(a) a3 
volume of metal worn away during the displacement d, then 
. . 3 the number of atoms worn away will be V/a • Holm assigns 
the symbol z to the number of atoms worn away per atomic 
encounter and· from the foregoing discussion this is seen 
'to be 
f 
' 
z = 
dA 
r 
a3 --
V 
-dA 
r 
(2) 
-~nd. introducing the relationship N = A H where N is the r 
-to·tal applied load and H is the hardness of the softer 
metal of_ the mating pair to eliminate the real area of VH contact z = Wd • O~ the apparent linear wear--:thickness of 
layer removed from the apparent area as a result of wear 
for a s-lide of length d wi~l be 
h = Y. = ZWd - zao==- (3) -A HA H 
-
where Wiis the width dimension and a- I the apparent 1S mean 
normal stress. The quantity z is nondimensional and is 
assumed to be constant for a given set of te.st conditions. 
Physically·~ is the number of atomic encounters per atom 
worn away. Actually Z· depends upon the following variables: 
1. Materials in contact and the atmosphere in which 
"'' 
the experiment is performed. 
2. Sliding speed and temperature. 
Repre·sentative values of z obtained by Holm and related to 
-. 
..... ._;,;s ... _ .. ··· 
.. 
\ 
I • so. 
the thesis experiment, using the apparatus shown in 
Figure 28 , are given ·in Tab_le 5 • In these tests, blocks 
of metal were loaded against a rotating disc and the rate 
of wear detennined'after the surfaces had reach~d a state 
7 
of equilibrium after ·running-in. 
Contact 
N Disc 
, "· _: .. -~ , 
Scale 
- . . 
Figure 28. Diagram of Holm's wear apparatus-. 
5 Table 5. Values of 10 Z (after Holm) 
For run-in surfaces - tests at room temperature in air 
Steel 
Hardness 
6'20 
620 
620 
(HB) 
1'oad 
lb· 
2.42 
0.22 
0.033 
Disc Metal 
F 
e 
(150) 
-
5 
·-3· • .. 
(Hardness, H )· 
B 
C 
u 
( 61) 
.,.-06'~ 
"~·02 
A9 
(SO)· 
·.0.6: 
o:._.G 
o.O:l 
Values of 105 z 
Ag 
(32) 
-
0 .O'Q.S 
0 .. ·. _3.: . . . 
For similar metals sliding together (after Holll\.) 
Run-in Surfaces 
Contact t 
Materials 
Steel - steel 
Iron - iron 
• Iron ·- iron· 
Iron - iron 
Graphite-graphite 
183 
150 
150 
150 
27 
Contact 
Load lb. 
9.7 
.22 
.22. 
.22 
1.1 
Conditions 
1260 ' air 
900 dry air 
2700 dry air, 
6· damp • air 
~Sxlo-4 • air 
390 
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From Table 5 , it can be seen that. the following obser-
vations can be made: Values of z for a given pair of 
metals are essentially constant w·i th load and usua11" . 
between 10-4 aid 10-5 • And further, the value of z is 
8 much larger for the softer member of a dissimilar pair. 
The fact that z is essentially constant for a given 
pair of metals, enables us to make the following observa-
tions from equation regarding the rate of linear wear: 
The rate of wear varies inversely with the hardness of 
the metal and similarly with the mean apparent nonnal 
stress on the sliding surface. And when these observa-
tions are applied to a metal cutting situation similar 
to that existent in the experiment under consideration, 
according to Holm, it should be expected that the micro-
transfer type of wear depends upon: 
(a) The nonnal force between the s.liding surfaces 
and the apparent area of contact. 
(b) Temperature at the tool point, since hardness 
is influenced by temperature. 
(c) Relative hardness of the chip and tool. 
(d) The composition and structure of the metal cut 
and the cutting atmosphere {both of which alter Z). 
The fact that z is between 10-4 and 10-S indicates 
that one atom leaves the system as. a wear particle for 
each 104 and 105 atomic encounters. This is due to the 
fact that a particle that transfers from one surface to 
the o·ther does not necessarily constitute. a wear particle • 
. 
A single particle may transfer back and forth from one 
surface to the other many times before· it actually leaves 
the system. It is for this reason that there is no di-
~ect connection between friction and wear. While the 
... 
=~ 
,, 
' 
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friction force is the sum of all of the individual· forces 
involved in atomic transfer, the observed wear is repre-
sented by only a relatively few particles that have trans-
. 9 
.ferred and have left the system. 
Burw-ell and Strang have made a careful experimental 
study of wear 
Figure 29 • 
stress (o=) , 
using the apparatus shown schematically in 
. 
They found that at low values of applied 
z was essentially constant but when the ap-
plied stress reached about 1/3 of the hardness· ~ -~, z 
increased_quite rapidly. 
f - .• - -- - • . . . . . ..... ··.• 
.· ·-0 ! -
I 
- - . -
Weights 
' 
• I 
Stationary 1 
Slider 
, Rota ting·. Disk 
, . . .. ... ... . 
• 
............... _ 
Figure 29. Schematic draw-
ing.of wear apparatus of 
Burwell and Strang. 
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Figure 30. Variation of 
Z/H with o=- . 
(after Burwell and Strang) 
Figure 30 shows a representative wear curve for a re-
latively soft steel rider on a hard steel disk. For an 
applied stress o:: less than 100,000 psi, ·g/H (and there-
fore Z) is constant, but above 100,000 psi, z rises to 
very high values. It can be seen that the value for s 
• 
1, •• 
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,, 
. obtained by Holm is two orders of magnitude higher than 
that of Figure 30. This is probably due to the fact 
that the data of Figure 30 were obtained in an inert fluid 
in order to eliminate the effects of abnosphere, etc. Al-
though the tests of Burwell and Strang show only the wear 
of the softer material, the data of Table 5 indicate that 
the same effect should be expected on the wear of the hard-
er material. If this is so, it should be expected that 
..... 
cutting tool wear to increase rapidly when the normal stress 
on the tool exceeds about one third of the tool's hardness. 
For a H.s.s. tool o·f HB = 700, the hardness H in psi is 
H = HB x 1422 = 995,000 psi, and one would ·expect accelera-
ting wear when the nonnal stress reached about 330,000 psi. 
At 1000° F the hardness is about HB = 550 or :a= 780,000 
psi, ·and a nonnal stress to 260,000 psi would begin to give 
accelerated wear. When cutting materials that give low 
tool life, mean nonnal stresses of 100,000 to 200,000 psi 
are frequently obtained on the tool face and the maximum 
stress could easily be 250,000 • Thus when equation (3 psi. 
is written 
h 3 (4) - - -d - H 
~ 
) 
it is evident that the affects • temperature wear in two ways; 
first it lowers H, this in turn will raise~ if the opera-
tion is at or beyond the knee of Figure 30 • The increased 
wear will then raise the energy input and the cycle tool (t, 
life will decrease slowly as the temperature and forces in-
---crease until a particular set of.conditions place the wear 
operation at the knee of Figure 30 • Then the tool life 
will decreasE .·.:apidl~7 • These phenomena, when applied to 
the surface conditions present in the four types of surface 
finish configurations present in this thesis study,u will 
., 
.. 
[. 
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help to explain the s·ignificance attached to the pattern 
.. 
of surface irregularities on the tool faces and part~cu-
larly at the cutting edge--where the conditions are severe 
• with respect to pressure and temperature. They 
10 
are ev1-
denced by the following basic groupings. 
1. The plowing or gouging action of the carbides and 
other hard cons·titutents in the matrix of the metal cut. 
2. Wear which results from instantaneous welds that 
a.re formed when the finished surface (or chip) slides across 
:~- tool face. 
The plowing acti_:on of the hard particl·es embedded in 
·the relatively soft will depend upon the size, hardness, and 
number of hard particles per unit area,. and the relative 
hardness of the tool and work matrices. The ·relative hard-
' ness of the two matrices may be altered during cutting as 
a result of strain hardening. It is necessa·ry to consi-
der two types of welds,· pressure and ternpe·ra:ture welds. A 
pressure weld is defined as one which occurs· at a surface 
temperature that is below the recrystallization temperature. 
_;, 
of the softer metal of the pair, while a temperature weld 
is·one which occurs when the surface temperature is above 
· the recrystallization temperature. All surfaces are rela-
. ti vely rough in tenns of· atomic dimensions and for either 
. type of weld to occur it is necessary for the metal at the 
surface to flow plastically so that-the surfaces may_be 
.. 
brought close enough together for c1torni:c b.onds to be ef-
fected. In a pressure weld the required flow will occur 
·in the cold working region and th~ _metal at the weld inter-
• 
face will.be stronger than that of the work material. 
Thus, when the weld is broken, rupture will occur just 
beyond the~weld interface in the unworked and hence weaker 
1· \ 
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metal. When metal is cut, the chip is forced against the ;. 
tool face with great pressure. If the cutting speed (and 
hence temperature)' is low, pressure welds may be establish-
-ed and when broken upon subsequent s·liding there will be a 
transfer of the weaker chip metal to the tool face. If 
this procedure is repeated.many times, a layer of material 
called a built-up edge will form on the tool face. 
The built-up edge will grow in size until the forces 
• 
t 
.. .r-'-· 
• 
to which it is subjected break it loose. Most of the old 
.built-up edge will become part of the finished surface 
while the remaining material will pass off with the chip. 
Since the built-up edge is a consequence of pressure weld-
ing and the tendency for~metal to strain harden~ this. 
material is hard. The degree of strain harde.ning in the 
built-up edge and other parts of the chip were studied by 
Herbert and results similar to those shown in Figure 31 
were obtained. In review it can be said that the pressure 
type of weld which gives rise to the built-up edge, changes 
the hardness of the workpiece matrix by strain hardening, 
and hence may be responsible for an increase in tool wear 
of the plowing type on both the cutting and clearance faces 
of the tool. 
I. . 
.. ,. 
·, 
. . ..._ -· ----.... 
• 
250 
TOOL 
650 
' ,. 
' I '~so to 
L 600 AV-520 
. , 
,. 
'· 
· Figure 31 • Representative Brinell hardness va-lues in chip, 
built-up edge and finished surface when metal having an 
initial Brinell hardness of 250 is cut.11 
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When temperature welds are fanned, the plastic flow· 
that is necessary to bring the surfaces close enough to-
gether to establish the weld will occur without appreci-
ab.le strain hardening. · Hence, the surfaces will separate 
essentially in the plane at which they went together. 
t_ 
There will be no tendency to fonn a built-up edge with this 
type of weld. However, when the surfaces separate, very 
small particles of the tool matrix will be plucked from 
the tool surface. The extent of this transfer type of · 
wear will depend upon the mean area that is subjected to 
temperature welds and the relative strengths of the tool 
and workpiece matrices. 
When the cutting speed is increased, the tendency 
:,to fonn welds of either the pressure or temperature type 
will decrease. This is because it takes time for the 
plastic flow on an atomic scale ·to occur that must pre-
cede welding and at higher speeds there is less time avail-
able for this flow. This is also the reason why the 
static coefficient of friction is greater than the kinetic 
coefficient of friction. In_ sununary combined wear is a 
functio.n of the following: {l) Built-up edge debris aris-
:ing from pressure welds, (~) Hard particles, and (3) Trans-
"· t'e.r trom temperature welds. 
.. 1 
r·n light of the above discus-sea: theories (which are 
concerned with idealized representations of the actual 
metal cutting process), actual data generated in industrial 
situations, but without controlled conditions ~plified by 
peripheral sensory devices, and the experimental results 
as presented in tabular fonn in Tables 3 and 4, and graphi-
cally in Graphs on page· 30 of this report; a theory for 
the ef feet of tool surface finish of high speed steel 
I 
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materials on the dependent variables of flank land wear, 
work material finish and friction force will be proposed. 
First, considering t.he flank wear under finishing cut 
conditions, it is th~orized that the poorer perfonnance 
of the As Heat Treated tool can be explained to a great 
.. extent in terms of Holm's wear experiments and derived 
relationships. .simply stated, the rougher surface finish 
having the higher rms reading wou_ld, under cutting condi-
tions, have a higher force per unit area on the asperi-
ties present-and this increased nonnal stress would gene-
rate fewer particle transfers, but according to Burwell 
and Strang, the combination of effects of higher stress 
and accompanying increase in temperature will generate 
more wear particles. In addition, the face of the tool 
is prone, in a similar manner to generate a built-up 
edge--temperature · and pressure conditions ,a·re conducive 
to the fonnation of~ instantaneous weld ·and this was ob-
served in the experiment. 
This theory can be· related to the conditions exist-
ent on the Precision tools, where face and flank are micro-
polished; an~ Utility, where the face is finished to a 2 
to 4 microinch finish. Here, the ·r.edi.lction of the built-
up edge and the associated effects, as :mentioned above 
and cor.,sidered in detail previously· in ·the report, is· the 
dominant factor. This is further supported by the fact 
that the Side Ground tools--presenting a polished flank 
area, did not- perfonn as well as tools having a more re·--·. 
sistant face. Clearly, the wear phenomena in these cases 
is due to a combination o~ effects. The built-up edge 
debris being formed and pass~ng over the face of the 
tool and the flank area--acting to abrade this surface; 
• 
.I 
l 
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the transfer of material due to pressure and temperature 
welds fonned and on the wear associated with hard parti-
cles in the work material plowing over the ·exposed sur-
. faces. The statistically signi~icant difference in the 
surface finishes produced by the As HeaL. Treated tool is 
further evidence that the surface finish of the tool is 
effecting the type and rate of deposit of the built-up 
edge which is reflected in -the surface roughness read-
ings. It should also be noted that the conunercial im-
portance of a 10 to 20 percent variation in the 100 
microinch nns range would be deemed of minor importance 
when compared to the rate of flank wear of the tools 
. 
involved. 
In the case· :o.::-f -i:q-q.·ghing cuts, all statistically sig-
nificant results can be explained in tenns of the above-
mentioned theory. The initial flank wear measurement 
indicating that the Precision tool is perfonning superior 
to the Side Ground is reduced in significance under the 
more severe conditions of the roughing cuts, and it is 
theorized that the increased pressures at the tool chi_p 
interfaces in conjunction with the gradual wear of the. 
tool prevent a significant improvement in the performance 
over time.· In support of this it· should be noted that the 
surface finishes generated by al-1 of the_ tool_s tend toward 
a conunon value in the same manner ·as the flank wear values--
indicating that similar conditions are eventually existent. 
The importance of the above described findings and 
theoretical explanatiori to conunercial application would be 
the following: In an industrial situation the pJcess 
planner concerned with the power requirements of-a parti-
cular operation, the surface finish requirements of the 
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workpiece, and other variables sucih as the abilit~ of a 
tooling configuration to hold size over a time period must 
also develop a cost balance between the grinding (surface 
finishing operations) on the tool, the wear rate, and other 
costs associatc:::d with .;cool changing. An obviously desir-
·able situation would be a tool which required little actual 
grinding of a heat treated specimen and perfonned well in 
comparison to a Precision Ground tool. In the less· severe 
finishing cut conditions clearly this is not the case, the 
Precision Ground tool performed best with respect to flank 
land wear; and tools with fewer grinding operations con-
ducted perfonned poorer, with the tool which was g_round be-
fore heat treatment perfonning the poore~t". 
And in the case of finishing cut-s · this experimental 
result is supported by mo~e theoreticq.l studies conducted 
under conditions removed from the reality of conunercial 
processes. But the impl~cation of the roughing cut exper,i-
ments is essentially this: under the cut~ing condi tier.LS· 
employed and with the work-tool material combination used, 
the benefits of a precision grinding procedure following 
.heat treatment are negligible after the cutting operation 
has progressed for a relati~ely short period of time. 
Al though the use O"f disposable ·high speed steel inserts of 
the type employed in these te.sts is not· widespread in in-
.... 
dustry the economic impli:cation is clear since a saving 
, will be incurred when the basic process o.f grinding can. 
be perfonned prior to a vacuum furnace heat· treatment, 
thus reducing the ~:irne required to g·rind. ( In the grind-
ing of M-3 tJ,pe high speed stee·l.s, the grindability ratio--
./ amount of tool material removed divided by the loss of 
•• 
1naterial or;. the grir~ding wheel is close to one.) 
• 
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· CONCLUSION 
I 
At the risk of oversimplifying the impllcations of 
the above discussed interaction of effects several con-
:cluding and summarizing comments will be offered. 
(1) For the class of sintered carbiQe tooling KSH 
grade, the following can be said: In addition to the 
well established influence of tool geometry and cutting 
conditions, the cobalt composition inhomogenity caused 
by the sintering operation and the utility grinding 
operation fail to produce the most effective tooling con-
figuration for rough~ng operations. The fragile edge 
which results is conducive to the generation of an in-
creased rate of flank land wear. 
(2) · As a result· of the parallel test·ing of slight-
ly altered tool surf.ace finishes, it would appear grind-
ing the flank surfaces of the tool parallel to the cutting 
edge will produce superior perfonnance characteristics 
with respect to flank land wear with no sacrifice in ma-
chine power demanded or surface finish imparted to the 
workpiece. 
· (3) In finishing cut conditions using the same grade 
of carbide tool an effect of ·the edge contour must be con-
~ 
sidered. . . .. ~ ', -In the finishing operation the edge grinding is 
performed parallel to the cutting e.dge hence tending to 
. . 
reduce any severe _aspirities on ·the flank while the Util-
ity Ground insert with a ground face will essentially have 
, ..... "' ti 
; ' 
a regular pattern of variatioh following the contour of 
the feed marks resulting from .the grinding operation. 
' 
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(4) The Utility and As Molded inserts have a com-
bination of more wear resistant but more brittle edge 
exposed to the direction of material flow over the flank 
and it is this factor acting in conjunction to the regu-
lar {in the case of Utility Ground) or rougher (in the 
-
As Molded} that pennits stress concentrations and the re-
sulting deterioration of the cutting edge and increased 
flank land wear in the case of finishing cuts. 
(5) In the case of the M-3 high speed ~ols, those 
ground to a four to six microinch nns finish on all sur-
faces and on the face only showed a reduced flank wear 
under finishing cut conditions relative to the other 
types tested. 
(6) In the roughing cut tests no improvement in 
flank land wear was observed to correspond to the improve-
ment in tool surface finish from 25 to six microinches nns. 
It is felt that increased forces on the abrading· surfaces 
and the built-up edge generated are the direct cause of 
the latter phenomena. That is, the effect of a reduction 
in surface roughness and resultant generation of fewer 
wear particles in the precision tool under finishing cut 
.f) 
conditions was outweighed in the roughing cut situation· 
where increased ·heat and nonnal forces caused an increased 
tendency for metal to metal welds and similar phenomena. 
.\.l 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Having read the reconunendations f-or future study made 
-in several thesis studies similar in technique to the one just completed; there is, it would seem, justification for 
the comment that the suggestions should have been perused 
before considering the investigation completed. And, in-
deed, several adjustments in the conduct of this experi-
ment were made, and side investigations to more precisely 
or accurately detennine the variability of a p·arameter 
were conducted. However, at the risk of the abovementioned 
criticism, several areas for change or further study will 
be noted as follows: 
. Recommendation One: · Surface finish measurement. 
The problems encountered in this experiment with re-
spect to surface finish measurement relate to the accurate 
characterization of the surface for the purposes of with-
in eXJ?eriment compa·rison and industria·1 applications. 
Clearly, th_e Brush Surfindicator technique, using root-
mean-square circuit, assigns a value to the surface condi-
tion which can suffice as a parameter for production appli-
cations. ·But it is reconunended for the purposes of in-
vestigations such as the one conducted that an attempt be 
made to produce a two dimensional representation of the 
surface. 
This can be accomplished as follows: U.sing the Brush 
Instrument Amplifier and Recorder, the instrument can be 
positioned to trace in a pattern,perpendicular and parallel 
to the direction of the feed marks. This will produce a 
per:rnanent record of the surface contour--within the limits 
of accuracy uf a mech~nical trace, which will permit a ' 
. . 
,• 
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~' :; . 
closer examination of surface finish ·effects with rela-
.tion to the independent variables. 
With respect to the measurement of surface conditions 
on the tooling used, it is also important to accurately 
and precisely detennine more than a root-mean-square value. 
It is reconunended that .. a recorder be used to preserve a 
representation of the tool surface. In addition, it is 
recorruue1.ded that, the technique of using a wedge shaped sty-
lus in the transducer unit of the Surfindicator be used on 
the cutting edge intersections in high speed steel as well 
as sintered carbide inserts. 
Recommendation Two: Measurement of flank land wear. 
In addition to the method described previously in this 
report--the use of a toolmaker's microscope and special jig 
for positioning the tool; it is recommended that the diamond 
indenter technique (described by Shaw in the following para-
graphs) be employed: . · . ,1,;-"····~ 
"Diamond Indenter Technique/ A means for over-
coming rnany ••• difficulties is found in the use 
of impressions made in the clearance~face of a 
tool with an oversize Knoop hardness indenter. By.making an impression on the wear land of a 
tool, subsequent wear can be conveniently and precisely-determined. The pyramidal diamond 
used had a length to depth ratio of 30.53. 
Thus the actual wear which is measured by the 
change in depth of ,i the impression, is multi-
plied by 30.53 when readings are made of the 
change in length of the longest diagonal. The 
multiplying factor thus obtained is much great-
er than when directly measuring the length of 
the wear land, and is not influenced by errors 
in cle~rance angleo Also, the roeasurement re-ference poi~ts are very sharp as compared to 
the raggad end of a wear landQ 
Hence, reproducibility of tool life data 
should be greatly improved by use of the 
.~··· 
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' 
diamond indentor method. Furthennbre the 
amount of metal that must be cut in order to 
obtain wear data can be reduced by taking ad-
vantage of the fact that tool wear on the 
.· clearance face is l·inear with time. The fol-
lowing procedure makes full use of the above 
possibilities for obtaining precise, repro-
ducible wear data: ' 
a. The freshly sharpened test tool 
held in a special fixture and a 
0.01 inch wear land is carefully 
·ground on the clearance face. 
• l.S 
b. The tool is placed in the lathe and 
the indenting fixture is used to 
put an.impression on the wear land. 
c. A small amount is cut to condition 
the wear land and cause it to wear-
• in. 
d. Successive readings of the major 
diagonal of the impression are then 
made with a microscope and the wear 
rate is thus established. 
Since most wear data are expressed in tenns of 
a standard wear land, it is convenience to con~ 
.. 
vert the impression readings to equiva~ent wear 
land values. For a clearance angle of 9 degree. 
BC= cote C 
30053 
where BC is the increase of wear land corres-
. ponding to a decrease of impression diagonal 
c." 12 
Thus, in the case of th-a high speed steel tools_, this 
additional parameter will serve two functions; first, it. 
will give a better indication of the flank wear in the di-· 
rection perpendicular to the flank surface of the tool; 
and seconq, it will allow a correlation to be constructed 
• 
between this technique and the toolmaker's 
method used in the experiment. 
• microscope 
( 
J 
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ReconunendationThree: The rec;:ording of all dependent 
parameters in the metal cutting.operation • 
Generally, it is felt that in addition to the record-
. 
ing of flank land wear, surface finish of the workpiece, 
and forces involved; that temperature measurements could 
be taken. In the experiment under discussion this would 
have little direct value, but for the purpose of collect-
ing a complete set of experimental data for other purposes 
.-, i.t could prove useful. For example, if an experimenter 
were interested in establishing some r~lationship of para-
meters for a machinability study then the information 
collected using the precision and utility inserts might be 
used to augment the researcher's generated.data. 
Recommendation Four: Comparison of tests perfonned 
using industrial feeds, speeds, and depths of cut; and 
accelerated tests. 
In attempting to generate as large a volume of data 
as possible relating to the effect to be studied, it is 
possibL.e that the following technique may allow an optimiza-
tion of time by the experimenter--in the long run. 
In the case of a carbide tool, parallel_ tests could be 
conducted to establish the feasibility of reducing the time 
and material removed under a given set of conditions by 
establishing two sets of conditions. 
.. ; 
Industrial condition. 
· Feed: 
Speed: 
Depth: 
.020 ipr 
350 sfpm 
.030 in 
Accelerated 
test condition 
Feed: 
Speed: 
Depth: 
.010 ipr 
600 sfpm 
.025 in 
If by (:omparison of t.11e results from the above, it was 
. I 
' t l 
I 
I 
1 
'' '·,:.··_ ~'.- .. -.. ~.~---····. -. ·: 
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• 
determined that the relative effect between variables to. 
pe considered was unaltered--a statistical analysis could 
readily be employed to determine this, then a larger num-
ber of work·materials or·tool types could conceivably be 
· tested. In other words the body of data would contain a 
ib~sic-- amount of information based on actual industrial 
tests and, in addition, information from accelerated 
tests. And as the body of data was developed--assuming 
that the accele-rated test conditions do not effect the es-
sential variables, the number of preliminary tests could 
gradually be reauced. Admittedly, the problem of convinc-
ing some persons (those concerned principally with the 
application to an immediate metal cutting situation) of the 
validity of·such a procedure which of necessity would rely 
on statistical techniques could be difficult. 
Recorrunendation Five: Honing of carbide tooling. 
It can be seen from the·examination of experimental 
results and the discussion--analysis which was presented, 
that the separation of effects 9ue to edge condition and 
flank land surface is not possible. Essentially, the ex-
pe.rimental preparation of the inserts was such that the 
relative effect of flank land wear could not be determined 
because of interaction and cutting edge deterioration. 
Hence, it is reconunended that one additional set of experi-
., Ji t· 
ments be performed as follows: Sintered carbide inserts 
from the test groups should be precision honed on the cut-, 
ti·ng edge radius to assure that brittleness, inhomogenity, 
or serration of the cutting edge is eliminated as a factor. 
This will not only serve to clarify the,abovernentioncd prob-
lem, but also will provide infonnation of general interest 
for production applications. 
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Equipment. 
Brush Surfindicator Model MS-1000-01 
Roughnes·s range 
Averaging method-
Cutoff wavelength 
1 to 1000 microinches 
RMS - equivalent 
0.030 at 1/8" per second 
' 
scanning speed 
Sanborn Twin~viso Recorder Model 60-1300 
.Time constant 0.1 seconds 
Attenuator setting xl, x2. 
~ 
Calibration 1oa/m.m. cal. vert. 17.5 
cal. horiz. 16.9 
u. s. Motors Varidyne Model 54-326u 
Phase 3 
Code F 
Poles 4 
Design B 
Lathe Dynamometer Model L2-6 
Maximum load 
Interference 
3,000 lbs 
Vert_. 2% on horiz. 
Horiz. ~~ on vert. 
l6u Heavy Duty LeBlond Engine Lathe 
_20· 'I~.P. Motor No4' 600 
Live tailstock center 
4 jaw chuck 
\., 
Bausch and Lomb Tool Microscope #655 
Magnifications 28X to 120X 
~ . 
General Electric Machinability Computer #45 
P_rof ilorneter Type Q C 
Motor trace 
• 
.. 
~ '"'··--···- .... - ·••·'>••-·~·--······-~"··-.·-··"' ... 
Tracing speed 0.3 in./sec. 
' . 
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APPENDIX II 
Quantification of 
Independent Variables 
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Tool Composition and Heat Treatments 
Composition: 
I 
.. __ ~ M-3 High Speed Tool Steel 
C o 1.05% 
w 6.00% 
Mo 5.00% 
Cr 4.00% 
V 2.40% 
Heat Treatinent: 
Annealing': 
. 0 
Temperature: 1625 F 
Rate of cooling: 40° F max. :per· 11.our 
Hardening: 
Rate of heating: Rapidly from preheat 
Preheat temperature: 1550° F 
Hardening temperature: 2250° F 
Time at·temperature: 3 minutes 
Furnace atmosphere: Vacuum 
Quenching medium: Air 
Tempering: 
.. 
Tempering temperature: 1050° F 
Tempered hardness: 63-65 R 
C 
Depth of hardening: Deep 
Distortion in heat treating: Low 
Tempering cycles: 3 
Tempering time: 2 hours 
O•- .. ,',S.•O ,,_,.,. .. _,_,.,,.,,- ..... _;,~ .. -u. ,-,b·., 7, .. ,~ ... ,_._,,H<•·-.~••,,~,--,•••''"•- ·• ••--•' 
-
' 
•: 
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Composition: 
71. 
KSH Sintered Carbide 
Cobalt; 
Tantilum Carbide: 
Titanium Carbide: 
6.0% 
6.5% 
9.6% 
Niobium: 3.2% 
• Tungsten Carbide: 74.7% 
Grain Size: 1 to 6 
Heat Treatment: 
/ 
Vacuum sintering operation. 
Temperatures classified by 
Kennametal Inc. 
·;_. 
.. 
• 
J 
• 
'ti: 
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72. 
Edge Roughness Measurements of Carbide Tools 
Measuring 
-·-
Instrwnent·: Brush Surf indicator with specially adapted 
"wedge" stylus and autotrace. 
... .-/ 
Fixturing: Insert clamped at 45° angle to surfindicator. 
" ' 
•, 
Reading: Root Mean square 
Statistic: Range of value,s ranging from plu~ or minus 
i: 
two sigma o.f ·ar:Lth.nl~t·i:c me·an 'f·o.r all tool 
readings·. 
i?·recision 
Utility Ground 
Side Ground 
As Molded 
;,.: 
j 
1. 
Edge Roughness 
(u in nns) 
7 - 25 
25 - :50 
20: - 65,-
:1.so·. - :r~·q·s 
.cl 
' 
l 
·' 
: i: ~ .. :.....:__.;.. 
• 
~ Hardness of Work Material 
i, 
6150 H.R.S. 
Distance from 
center (inches) 
center 
1 
1-~: 
.2: 
. 2,~ 
• 
1117 CRS 
Distance from 
center (inches) 
center 
l 
... ··;k 
.i.2· 
·2,: 
.. · .-• 
.· . . ..... 
'·· 
".:"'''"~, 
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(6'' diameter) 
Brinell 
hardness 
285 
285 
. 234 
312 
345 
311 . 
is:···· diameter) 
Brinell 
hardness 
137 
137 
·1:39· 
·i:37 
.13:8 
.; ,. C, ·~ 
.,.. 
. .... 
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APPENDIX III 
Statistical Analysis 
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75. 
1·. Carbide Tooling - Finis11ing Cuts - Flank Wear Comparison 
,. 
Nlli11ber of factors 1 
Number of replicates· 8 
Levels of A 4 
•. Total No. of Observations 32 
A·. After one minute of testing. -
Effect 
A • 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
-28 
31 
Sum of 
Squares 
1558.5 
2045.1 
3603.7 
46.5 
• 
. 
Mean Squa·res 
519.5 
73.0 
-
.-.. 
F l = 7 ~ 13 ; 
ca c 
F - 2 95 • .K = 10.5 
.OS- • ' calc 
B. 
c. 
• 
After three minutes of testing. 
Effect Degrees of Sum; of Freedom Squares 
.A • 3 2438.3 
Within 28 2152.6 
Total 31 4590.9 
Grand Mean 62.0 
After five 
Effect 
minutes of testing. 
A 
Within 
Total, . 
Grand Mean 
!' ... 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
3 2987.5 
28 4443.8 
31 7431.4 
• • 79.2 
i 
. , . .. ··~. 
• 
Mean Squares 
812.7 
76.8 
_. 
Mean Squares 
995.8 
158.7 
·.,-. 
.... 
~- . 
., . 
. . I 
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i.iJ 
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. 
-2. Carbide Tooling - Finishing Cuts· - Surface Finish Comparison 
A. 
.... 
. B. 
c. 
·.<> 
· Number of factors 
Nwnber of replicates 
Levels of A 
1 
8 
4 
Total No. of Observations 32 
After one minute of testing. 
Effect 
A 
Within 
Total 
• 
Grand Mean 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
3 3350.8 
28 36815.8 
31 40166.7 
180.0 
After three minutes of testing. 
Eff~t 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
28 
31 
Sum of 
Squares 
2068.0 
64955.1 
67023.2. 
176.3 
Fcalc= 0.294; F.os= 2.95 ; 
After five minutes of testing. 
Effect Degrees of A'lf!',:t .. Sum of Freedom , ·:)\9 Squares 
.,j,;{ 
A 3 184 7. 5 
Within 28 49173.8 
Total 31 51021.4 
Grand Mean 181. 2 
F 1 = o.315; F. 05= 2.95 ; ca .c . 
'. 
., 
• 
Mean Squares 
1116.9 
1314.8 
Mean Squares 
689 .3 
2319.8 
Mean Squares 
615.8 
1756. 2 
:· .,-
' ' ,· '.. . ,. ,·' . . . ' ·, ,' ' ' .. ~~~~~#r,..~~ •• ~<o--...---·--·· · .. '""--.. ~"'---..---..:.-~~--~,-~---- .. 
, . 
., 
,• 3. Carbide Tooling - Finishing Cuts - Friction Force Comparison _ 
A. 
.. ',; 
B. 
\ol,,-.• 
c. 
... 
.'.111· 
.. 
• 
Number of factors 1 
Number of replicates 8 
Levels of A 4 
Total No. of Observations 32 
-
After one minute of testing. 
Effect · 
A 
Within . 
Total 
• 
Grand Mean 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
3 619.8 
28 2039.1 
31 2658.9 
46.9 
Fcalc=.2.86; F.os=2.95; 
After three 
Effect 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
minutes of 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
·2a 
31 
testing. 
Sum of 
Squares 
708.5 
1869.5 
2578.0 
50.2 
Fcalc= 2.39: F.os= 2.95 ;· 
After five minutes of testing. 
Effect 
A 
Within 
Total 
"Grand Mean 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
28 
31 
. 
Sum of 
Squares 
690.7 
1416.7 
2107. 5 
53.6 
F 1 = 1.ss; F. 05= 2.95 ; ca c .. 
r 
·, 
'·'· 
• 
. G 
• 
• 
Mean Squares· 
206.6 
72.8 
Mean Squares 
236.1 
99.7 
'I 
.Mean Squares 
230.2 
150.5 
:,· 
,,, 
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4. ·carbide Tooling - Roughing Cuts - Flank Wear Comparison 
I 
_._ 
• 
·. 
.. 
B. 
c. 
Number of 
Nwnber of 
Levels of 
Total No. 
After one 
Effect 
A 
Within 
Total 
factors 1 
replicates 8 
A 4 
of Observations 32 
• • 
minute of testing. 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
3 5365.0 
28 3825.3 
31 9190.4 
Grand Mean 58.7 
·' 
Mean Squares 
1788.3 
136.6 
F calc = 13 .12 ; . F • 05= . 2. 95 ; Kcalc= 14.3 
After three minutes of testing. 
Degrees of Sum of Effect Mean Squares Freedom Squares 
A 3 12708.3 4236.l 
Within 28 10413.8 371.9 
Total 31 23122.2 • 
Grand Mean 94.8 
F 
calc = 11 • 3 • F.os= 2-. 95. K - 24.2 I -I calc 
After five 
Effect 
minutes of testing. 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
., 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freeaom Squares 
3 26427.3 
28 2Q690e6 
31 47117.9 
. . 120.4 
Mean Squares 
8809.1 
738.9 
~ale= 33 .5 
-~ .· 
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. ' .. '····--·"' .,,_. ···-·-·-·-·-· .... - .. ~•·· ···----"· ··- . ., -.... ·-·,-
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5. Carbide Tooling - Roughing Cuts - Surface ~inish Comparison 
. •.·. _,: 
NlliL1ber of., factors 1 
Number of replicates 8 
Levels of A 4 
Total No. of Observations 32 
. 
~. After one minute of testing. 
,, 
B. 
\. 
c. 
Effect 
A • 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
28 
31 
Sum of 
Squares 
4244.5 
37562.8 
41807.4 
304.7 
Fcalc=l.05 ; · F.os= 2.95; 
After three mir.utes of testing •. 
Effect 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
• 
. Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
28 
31 -..... 
Sum of 
Squares. 
3061.8 
48226.8 
51288.7' 
311.9 
F l =0.945~ ; 
ca c 
After five 
Effect· 
minutes of testing .. 
A 
Within 
Total 
\ Grand Mean 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom· Squares 
3 4639.8 
28 38884.3 
31 43524.2 
. . 
324.8 
F calc = 1.12 ; F .os= 2.95; 
' 
. .. 
• 
.. 
Mean Squar~s 
1414.8 
1341.S 
Mean Squares 
1020.6 
1722.3 
.. 
Mean Squares 
1546.6 
' 1388.7 
.. 
.... 
• I I 
t 
\', 
-'· I 
'· 
··: 
'·• .. 
.,,; .. 
·• I 
•-, ''•"#"•• ··-·-~-. .... ,-....... -...----,,-.__ •• "__. .... __ ,_ •,.. --·-.. ·-·--~, ... M.,"' • • ·• •••-•••' .• ' ••. ,·· •. "' -·----- ... " •. · •. : •,' '' '• 
•-. -- - .•• 1 ••••..••••.••• ----------··-···· ····-···~· - •... -
. -. , ...... - ......... ,..,., •. • •• ,,,-.. ,;,,,,.~:.-, .:., ... ,, -- , .. ,.-·,·: ,,_,_r- ' .. · 
so. 
6. Carbide Tooling - Roughing Cuts - Friction Force Comparison 
.. 
,:.• 
Number of factors 
Number of replicates 
. Levels of A 
Total No. of Observations 
-
1 
8 
4 
32 
A. After one minute of testing. 
Effect pegrees of Sum of Freedom Squares ! 
' A . 3 425.2 Within. 28 6698.2 .. 
Total 31 7123.5 
Grand Mean 206.6 
F l = 0. 591 ; F - 2. 95; -ca c 
.05 
B. After three minutes - testing. Ot 
Effect Degrees of Sum of Freedom Squares 
A 3 2203 •. 7 Within 28 18134.2 
Total 31 20338.0 
Grand Mean 241.2 
F = 0.113 • F. 05= 2.95; calc I 
c. After five minutes of_testing. 
Effect Degrees -of Sum of Freedom Squares 
A ' 3 4439.8 Within 28 26571.1 
Total 31 31010.9 
. . Grand Mean. 268. 9 
~· 
F l. = 1. 52 • F - 2. 95; -ca c · I 
.05 
• 
• . ,. 
• 
Mean Squares 
141.7 
239 •. 2 
Mean Squares 
734.5 
647.6 
Mean Squares 
1479.9 
948.9 
,r. 
./ 
-- ----·-~~- 81 • .. ---- ---, --- --- -
:·i: 
··-· 
• 
.. 
7. High Speed Steel Tooling - Finishing Cuts - Flank Wear 
Comparison 
N\llllber of factors 1 
Number of replicates 8 
Levels of A 4 
Total No. of Observations 32 
.. 
A·. After one minute of, testing. 
\I-
Degrees of - I Sum of ···""-Effect Freedom Squares 
A . 3 654.0 
Within 28 861.1 
Total 31 1515.2 
Grand Mean 25e6 
F calc= 7 .12 ; F • 05= 2. 95 : 
B. After three minutes of testing. 
Degrees of Sum of Effect Freedom Squares 
A 3 3852. 3 
Within 28 1551. 6 
Total 31 5403.9· 
.· 
·Grand Mean 41.4 
F l =24.2 • F.os= 2.95; I ca c 
c. After five minutes of testing. 
Degrees of Swn ,-Effect o:r Freedom Squares 
A 3 
_ 4311.8 
Within 28 2418. 3 
Total 
. 31 6,730.2 
Grand Mean 50.1 
F l =16.8 • 
·F.os= 2.95 ; I ca c . 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
Mean Squares 
218.0 
30. 7 
Mean Squares 
1284 .1 
55.4 
Mean Squares 
1437.2 
86. 3 
... .. 
l ' 
l 
1.· 
:," 
. . 
7 I 
_J.. . ' 
:J .. : .·: .. . ~
.. 
... , .( :.· "'·,·•li''I. • 
.~__;..:,~~~ . .:.:. ...... ~-~--~~ .. -, . .,-.~ ..... ~.',.,_,.:·_ -~~: .. ,:.·: · .. 
82. .... _ ... 
-8. ~igh Speed Steel Tooling - Finishing Cuts - Surface Finish 
.. 
A. 
B. 
' 
··--
c. 
Number of factors 1 
·Number o~ replicates 8 
Levels of A 4 
Total No. of Observations 32 
" 
After one.minute of testing. . 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
Effect 
A 
· Within 
Total · 
• 
Grand Mean 
After three 
Effect 
A 
·Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
F l = 2.83 ca c 
3 
28 
31 
minute-s of 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
28 
31 
Sum -of 
Squares 
2265.6 
19156.2 
21421.8 
120.9 
testing. 
Sum of 
Squares 
7249.2 
23898.7 
31148.0 
115.2 
• I F.os= 2.95; 
After five 
Effect· 
minutes of testing •. 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
F · =2.46 
.. calc . 
,)-. !.: 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
3 3990.0 
28 15228.l 
31 19218.2 
. . 
119.8 
• I 
••, .;·-. 
~- . 
.. 
.. 
• 
Cqmparison 
.. 
Mean Squares 
• 
755.2 
684.l 
Mean Squares 
2416.4 -
·853. 5 
Mean Squares 
1330.0 
543.8 
·:: 
... 
'· 
.. 
.,,, 
:· .. f 
,-
... 
... 
83. 
I 
·'· 'l 
9.. High Speed Ste~l Tooling - Finishing Cuts - Friction Force 
Comparison 
,. 
' 
A. 
• 
B. 
c. 
Number of ·factors l 
Num})cr of replicates 8 
-Levels of A 4 
Total Noo of Observations 32 
,. 
After one minute of testing. 
Effect Degrees of Sum of Freedom Squares 
A . 3 63500.5 
Within 28 356818.6 
Total 31 420319.2 
Grand Mean 453.6 
F l = 1.65 F.os= 2.95; • ,ca c 
After three minutes of testing. 
Effect 
A -
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
Degrees 
Freedom 
3 
28 
31 
of Sum of 
Squares 
87043.2 
665154.7 
752198.0 
504.7 
After five 
Effect 
minutes of testing. 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
A 3 155307.6 
w·ithin 28 931120.2 
Total 31 1086427.9 
Grand Mean 569.5 
F = 1 55 • F = 2.95; calc • ' .OS 
·-· 
' \ 
' 
• 
... 
Mean Squares 
21166.8 
12743.5 
Mean Squares 
29014.4 
23755.5 
Mean Squares 
51769.2 
33254.2 
1,'i\ 
', .•.. ·,•,.:~;-: .•••.• ,,.',.,.;.;. ~ '~;1_'',~';f."-'q'.;11"'·1r·o:-,·---·•· ·c, .• 
·'' <' · .. ,,, . . 
I - ' 
. 
,· 
1, 
( 
I 
' 
.., .. 
p 
I I 
'I 
' I 
I 
I 
J 
----- --~-----------
10. 
.l 
·,/• 
.. 
. .. 
:.·· . ~--
84 •. 
I '· 
High Speed ;Steel Tooling - Roughing Cuts - Flank Wear 
A. 
.. 
B. 
c •. 
Number of factors 1 
Number of replicates 8 
Levels of A 4 
Total No. of Observations· 32 
.. 
After one minute of testing. 
Effect 
A 
Within. 
Total 
Degrees of Sum. of 
Freedom Sq:uares 
3 1294.5 
28 4547.8 
31 5842.4 
Grand Mean 27.2 
Fcalc= 2.66 ; F.os= 2.95; 
After three 
Effect 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
F l = 2.91 ca c 
minutes of 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
28 
31 
testing. 
Sum of 
Sq:uares 
1886.0 
6043.1 
7929.2 
39.6 
• I F. 05= 2.95; 
After five minutes of testing. 
Effect 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
F l = 2.80 ca c . 
-~ •: 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Sq:uares 
3 1751. 5 
28 7865.8 
31 Q617 .4 
. . 
. 49. 7 
• I F .os= 2.95; 
;, . .. 
" 
• 
Comparison· 
' 
. 
.. ' 
• 
Mean Squares 
431.S 
162.4 
Mean Squares 
628.6 
215.8 
;:" / . 
Mean Squares 
.583.8 
280.9 
• 
• l 
l 
1 
1 ; 
I 
! 
i 
I 
' 
• 
.. 
. . I . . ~ ' -·---·---·-··--·····-····- ....... _... . 
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,• 
11. High Speed Steel Tooling - Roughing Cuts - Surface Finish 
. A ... 
B. 
c. 
' •. 
••• ' I! 
Number of facjcors 1 
Number of replicates 8 
Levels of A 4 
Total No. of Observations 32 
After one 
Effect 
minute of testing. 
A 
Within 
Total 
• 
Grand Mean 
• 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares, .. 
3 6550.0 
28 187369.6 
31 193919.7 
298.4 
• 
Fcalc= 0.326: F.os= 2.95; 
After three minutes of testing. 
of Sum of Effect Degrees Freedom Squares 
A • 3 6914.6 
Within -28 192145.2 
Total 31 199059.8 
Grand Mean 295.4 
F l = 0 .342 ; F - 2. 95; -
ca c .OS 
After five 
Effect 
minutes of testing. 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
' ~· ,·. ,• 
. ~· 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
3 2113.3 
28 187572.8 
31. 189686.2 
299.l 
... 
..•· . . .• ;-, 
.. ~· .. 
,. 
I 
,. 
• 
Comparison 
'.;.·· 
Mean Squares 
2183.3 
6691.7 
Mean Squares 
2304.8 
6862.3 
Mean Squares 
704.4 
6699.0 
. l 
[i 
I 
·1 
·1 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
i. 
. ' 
'. I 
I 
1 I 
! 
• I 
v 
• 
' ... '·. · ...... ·.· ' ,,··. : ' ; . ,.,· ,".',,",, ' 
•.• ,,,., ......... -~ ..... ,11. __ ~·-·,. .... -, ..... ,.,,........._....__~-lllj.&~~--
12. High Speed Steel ·Tooling - Roughing Cuts - Friction Force 
Compariso~ 
'•: 
. . Number of factors ·1 
Number of replicates 8 
Levels of A 4 
Total No. of Observations 32 
A. After one minute of testing. 
B. 
c. 
·· Effect 
A • 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
3 
28 
31 
I • 
Sum of 
Squares 
2731.3 
24637.6' 
27368.9 
261.-9 
Fcalc= 1.04 ;· F.os= 2.95; 
After three minutes of testing. 
Effect 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
A 3 1998.8 
· Within 28 24823.1 
Total 31 26821.9 
Grand Mean 286.5 
F . = o. 75 • F. 05= 2.95; calc I 
After five 
Effect 
minutes of testing. 
A 
Within 
Total 
Grand Mean 
Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
3 2093.1 
28 36932.7 
31 ., 39025.8 
. . 309.4 
F calc = 0.525 ; .F .os= 2.95; 
; .. ·. ,, 
... 
• 
.. 
...... ,if I • 
J 
• 
• 
Mean Squares _ 
910.4 
879.9 
Mean Squares 
666.2 
·886.5 
Mean Squares 
697.7 
1319.0 
•' 
:• 
. • f ' 
I 
·1 
I 
II 
·1 
·1 
' ·1 i
j ' 
• I 
., .I 
·., '.1 
,' 
: I 
, I 
I 
: I 
• I 
', I 
:I 
, I 
,: I 
• I 
' : I 
' I 
i I 
I 
I I 
II 
I 
·..,: I 
f 
. __;:. ... ; . 
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APPENDIX 
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·1·. Precision - Carbide - KSH SNG 433 •. .f 
Conditions: f = 0.0204 ipr, V = 375 sfpm,· d .= 0.100 in 
.----• ... •--• --~1,-.r-,u•-•••-,..•--•au••-•, . ...,......., .................... -~ 
Flank l Surf ace Friction Tim1min) Wear (i11) j Finishe,ic.) (1 bs) , ~ 1 a•-. ........ ..., i.rw • ..... -- ,... • ... ¥ 
':='S' • " .. .:i~'1..·~ t+::, ','Ht',v11 ~~-.... ._.:.~q;·:7;., ;-... • ~ ~ .:-~~,:";~~· 
f 
' -.VCIE X'4>i I 11
.. ...,.. _.._... • i Replication_l.._.._ - --1- - -- .o:o0-3Zf~--· 1-340- ··- ·192~-4---- J I To01 #f±_Pos. 6 3 0.0061 j 350 215.2 
! ___ Ba_-r __ #_!__D_i_a_._s_o 8~20_}~ ~~s.,___._t--""'~~--~,?-.... ~~,?. . .. ~,.,.,,. .  ,...-~.i~~~~--~:~.: _ J
: Replication 2 1 o. 0036 j 355 192 .4 I Tool #4 Pos. 7 ! ·- -··· 3. - . .. o. o~;9 - . f -3~2- --~ ..... · 2~~-~-~-
1 
- ~ 
--·-·-·· ·--··-·---·-· l·-···------- --------~- · -- · J. Bar #l Dia. 5e620 f 5 0.0072 } 375 21L}.8 l . - ~ ~ 
. 
~I! ' FI I Ml 14JU:u:..:s o UZ....WffC ..... lZJCS O 55\J M 11118113 P~\JICNC.A~'*"'¥4iliWtlli J IMl!.i""'_t•~IN!'TISPl ... fl!ii ;:a,...,.,.~:rr,,,nn.a~~--slQ:..........,.. ~ Replication 3 i 1 o.0044 f 36,0 1 181 • .5 I. . i--·-·--- -- -. -- - i ---. _____ ;._ _____ _ 
! Bar #_Dia. 5. :20 t 5 0.0085 f 390 , 232.6 . !~-. r-~e--~
1 
i~;t io~W-.IWt-:C ....... # _ .•. "*"i_,_·/i'Mi~ lftll)P .. N .. IP•!"-~• 1•tA61-••V.•,UC JW""1fUJ•l,,..~····-#hOilfli -.:».I ............. 
~ i, j Tool #'!._Pos. 3 i 3 . o.0108 i 300 · ; 282.4 l ' 
. t 
,.1 1 ~ar:. #~Dia. 3.33.5 r~----:···~~1;7-··r 310 328.9 I { 
,;1 ~ 
• . J ,.-------~ a ~a••..,.••r-i,.,1 ·, ,....h-~;""'..&lll"JICM'l1111111e•••W1D11~;,111• ..... 1wsoc:;#Ua>s1WU1PP ..... ,",..,...,, :,to~~ r, f Replication 5 ., · l· •. o.0055 -1- 310 J 213 .. 0 ·I l Tool #1::__Pos. 4 3 o,. 0109 f 320 ! 283 .1 ? . . .. 
. . i ··----· -!---------· l f 
I i 
I Tool #~Pos.1 i 3 o.0082 ~ 360 } 242.4_ I ! Bar #l Dia. 3.206 ~ . 5 ro 0092 i: 355 f-;-5~ .. 0 ·1 i \J ' • 
~I I 
' 
~ w. --~ ... ,.,f<l-"1\ffi'{,~~-~~.;.-~~ ... .,·~-');<'1i;"--,.U1._...._~~~ ... - .. _'l"\CnlJ __ ...,...,~_ ... t,l \ ~ 
'{I 
., 
· I I Replication z I 1 0.0062 ~-_350 t~o7 .o I j Tool #6 Pos. 1 j 3 o. 0086 ij 250 254.0 I ! 
·1 ' ---:- . -1, . . . I I I Bar -·-~6~-?~::,~,~-~:.~~-.... -~-~ ... J-~ .. :.?.-1.:~ ....... !i,~ ..... ~J..:2~~- __ ! ,~ . . -- : \ . ~ ; ! Replication 8 ~ 1 ' J o·.007.5 . ~l 320 · i 195.0 ! 
;ool #§_Pos. 4 · ,~---. -~:-~·{;1-- 'j-290 ~275.0 j 
. ts 
·--.. - ....... -----~ ····- ' ~ --.·=·--~--=---=----·-·.·_-·::-.-::· ···.:---_-·--·· . ---~-::-~ 
·~ #6 Dia. L!·a252, . -·5· -· I ··o~·oi10 · .. ii 340 . 327 .0 . 
• 
• I 
89. 
·2. Utility - Carbide - K-SH SNU 433. 
··Conditions: · f = 0.0204 ipr, V = 375 sfpm, d = 0 .·100 in 
f. 
> 
:' 
' 
I 
' 
1 ~e,am: rze 
. 
.... 
Tim1 . ) 
. Min 
WWW . ... 
' 
plication ----· ---- ·-1 ... 1 
- -
Re 
ol #LPos. 8 3 -To 
- .. 
Ba #2 Dia. r L~~220; 5 
-- SAU &;AU A I I ..... ....... :;, ....... , 
' 
-
-;1~~~· ·-··~~· .......... "'•I A 41'1,fB -· Surface 
vle.ar G") ~i Finish~ 
·--  ·-- ... ··~------·---
.Friction 
~ (1 bs) 
I II ................... ~rz:; .. ~ :..:t•s.: .. :Q.-.. tUUll .. fll,;r.:;J--;•., 
· o-.-·o·os·6· · -- r-~-2-atY- -· -----
........ ..,....,.,...,....... .... ___ 
............................ , .. ,. ...... 
,\ 
{ 
.. 
0.0068 \ 1 
:, 
11 
~-
0.0088 ~ j,' 1 
285 
320 
1188 ~-5~--· J 
217.2 
237.2 
,,,, ,, :zu,, ''", w »..-www •• ..... ... rlUillllill&MftA• "''j~--------~ A 40e;r11F r IMIU :r 
• • JI l.Ca ion ~ 2 
_2 __ 1 _______ 1 _____ ·- I o. 00_6~ __ . !° . .. ~- --~--- \8-~-~-~- __ _ l<epl t 
Tool #2 Pos. 4 280.6 
-! Bar #3 Dia.___ 5 
--- ----
i--R-e_p_l_i_· c-··-~-~·-i 0-~-·· _.,--;·~, --·---J(l('il"l'C .. ,_.~ .,..,_~l--~'.'':it"a<.WC-.~·~:-""""o""';IYISll;'IIOllll3 ..... a.a e,-+•/134~---·-~1~~-- -~ 
i Tool #2 Pos. · 5 1 3 0.0015 j 3(50 , 273.0 I ,. 
l , Re.plication 4 ~ l ' o.007l} /i 340 ~ 205.4 
~'. 
-~ Pl 
. f " ?i · --·------- -·- -·- · -- -------~-- n 
l Tool #2 ?os. 6 ! 3 . 0.0140 ij 360 : 272.4 ! r-- -· -- ·/> : 
f Bar:. #l~ Dia._~~.:' .L-.... ~ ... ·- :.~:.~~?.,~-· .J.~"~-~----·-.' 282.4 
Replication 5 ! i, · 1 o.0079 _J_!20 __ , 233.6 
Tool #2 Pose 7 . 3 0 .. 0142 ~30 i 253.5 
! Re.plication 6 ·· 1 0.0076 · i 230 j 225.0 I 
~ I { Tool #4 Pos. 2 .3 o.0129 240 · 277.0/ 
. ' )I ~ e l 
Bar •. #~-~::_:~~--r~~~-J 280 --=~~---· 
t P. ; 
. l 
{ 
• r 
~-----... 
---~ 3 -- _9_~~94 t 290 197 .o 
Bar #6 Dia. 30205 f 5 o.0145 ! 280 • 252.0 ! 
_, .,._ -•• • 41•-.wa 1 ·''"·"'• 4 --t •~'°--'"''''"'•fti!h I - ........ ,MSIIPfC -~ ....... lllllt•e·, >It ;o,u, ,•N-. ... 'll~j 
~eplicationw a _ i 1 ____ l_g_.o~7~---- 2ao .f 22500 ! . 
~ .;,1 j Tool ~ Pos. · l.j 3 o. 0098 280 . 1.9.7. O 
- ' .. -----~-- ---·~-· ·----· ·----·--- --· .. ._ •. _.._ -----
., 
- - ... ---·----·---· i ·-- ____ ....:. ___ ... .....---... - .. ...-.-. - ... _, ... . ... -· - ____ ,...... . . . - ...• 
B·ar l/5 DiaQ 5 0 900 J 
.,,.. 5 '. 0.0162 292 252.0 
\ 
., 
'··1 ,,, 
. ,,}, 
r 3. As S-intered - Carbide - KSH SN- 433. 
conditions: f = 0.0204 ipr, V ~ 375 sfpm, d = 0.100 in 
-··"'.'·-~·----·. ··-· .. ····--· . I Flanlc; ~ Surface Friction ; 
Tim1min) -i~ ~~<:_8:.:_~f--~ !.:;~~t). ~~~~:.~71 3·oa· · ·· 19a. 9 ·· ,-- ~ 
3~9 • 232.2 j 
315 123780 l 
..._ ................ Nl:IMTf~- ---
.. I t I Replication 2 350 l 193.5 ·/ 
;ool #~Pos. 1 ! 3 0.0089 i 375 ···---- { 2~;~;---· i 
f ·-----··---·-------:---------·- ~---··- -·-·· .. -·-· ·f 
n..,,z • • 
--·- • S.•-----~-. 
~ 
V. i 
., 
~ i, 
• ,.
•' A } 
I 
> r 
~-
J ,. 
1 
fl 
< ! ~ 
•I 
. . . . Replication __ 1 ____ _ ·-- I . •' -. -·-. ---··----. ...... l l 0. OOh.-8 1 
• ~ 3 0.0087 
' -
- --· I 
' 
5 
' 
0.0106 
. ''" 
...... 4fliW# :ii 
-
..... "~ 
-. ~ 
., 
I 
r: 1 0.0054 ti 
'·' 
. 
·- ... - .. - -. . ·-- -. -· ... .. 
-·· . 
' 
.. 
. 
.. 
I 
Tool #2 Pos. 8 
---
Bar #3 Dia. 5.000 
------·-...... _. ...... ,-,_,.,_ 
! 
~ 
t 
t 
Tool #4 Pos. 6 · j 3 f-?.~O_ll'l_ _____ l·-·250 _1_237 .o j 
_Bar -·~--==~~_:1m~_5..:!:~ .. J_: __ ~2:.,==~---·f ·~--~t?:::.?;_~-=---i Replication 4 ~ l · 0.0070 J 340 ~ 207 .o i i---.---··-··-·-·--·· ···- ····~ .... --- .. ----·--·-- ~i 1 { 
Tool #~ ,Pos. 2 I 3 · . 0.0086 ~ 360 : 217 .o ; 
Bar·. /fj Dia._~~!o:.J_~oow- -- _ii~~3..=:.J. -~%~----~,!,~~--1 
Replication 5 ! ~-- L~..-~~8._9 ____ .J __ ~oo .. J ~o~.o Y' 
.• 1 
, 
., I ~ ~ 
. ~ . 
~ool #8 P~s. 1 1 3 J_ o.o~l7 _l.'_!.~°---·-··----·1~~~:o ·I 
Bar #3 D-=~~-~--,--~~~~j~--L~.:~~.~~---·M•~,~--~~~----E~.:~~ .. - I _ _... .. ----:---·~---.. -·~·~,~-~-~-~- r-,v···-·P··-- ~ . ~ ~ ~ l Replication 6 j 1 :: 0.0064 ~ .,20 ~218.9 j 
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4. Side 'Ground - ca·rbide - KSH SN- 433 • 
. 
Conditions: f = p.0204 ipr, V = J75 sfpm, d = 0.100 in 
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-· ·---·-···" ... ---------- '. Tim1r11ii\). =~,1~::_~~~;:;.:~_~;~r.;:~1 =--9 ~=--==I Replication_1 ____ . 1 - ··1 . .. O~bOl:-0 --r ··37Q' . --,· 211.l =~-
f ~ Tool flLPos. 8 ~-- _9._00~_8 } 330 -l 2L}l.l 
Bar #:2.,_Dia •. 5 0 050 • 5 l 0.0064 ~ 320 l 269.l , 
R~p·l~c~~-~~~- '2 - . ·-r·" ··-~ "''-"!"'~-~·~~~;·~1-;;-w~I~~~-~· ·1 
Tool ttLPos. 1 r 3 O. 0065 I -310 -- --- ; 23;~-~--· I t ·-·--·-···--·-·------~----------··- ·~ ····-------·---. 
Bar ~Di:: .• :· ... ~.~~J. 5 __ 9u:~~:~ ··-~~~~-:~.=~----9 
Replication 3 1 1 · o.0030 ij 330 f 188.0 . 
. . i- ------- - ..... - .. --· .. --· ~ ---···----·· --- . } . ----------
Tool #2._Pos. 2 _] 3 0.0064 360 ~ 236.4 
•• --. I ..... _. ·~ 14 0 .......... ___ • .,.. .... (IO-i(\"'"l40-»F.Pf.',i'l,iJt-•HtQl&[~.,.~~""AjjQlll90oftllll1--"'-IUCl'-i A4>1 ,.--, 
Re.plication 4 , 1 · · O.OOL:-3 f 300 . ~ 198.0 l 
· 
. -·--·--·- · ----··- · --- · · ·------- t I · 
Tool lfL.Pos. 3 f 3 0.0068 1 280 '; 229. 6 
B.str.:. #~Dia. 3.800 r~---, --~-~~-;;----1· 280 . 261.1 l 
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, .. . · I a • 1 
\ Tool #3_Pos ._3 ___ ~ 3 ~ o.ooso J 280 f 2L~L~.o, j Ill ' ----~ ~-- J . . . i'i :! ~ t • Bar ~'/~~~~~m·~-... ~?~,.J-3.?3 __ --l3Z~:.~---
I Tool tP Pos. 4 ~ 3 0.0010 l 280 21s.o ·I I Dar #3 Dia. 3.200.l 5 ·ro-~~~~ -, 300 _ i 2i9.Q_' l i.----------~ .... ,.,1 c • ....,.,.,.,., ......... if,.4*i'l•t P ., .............. _.~Cf:;Pi*l'4*':'fF V JPdlfilP.N<llO",......_~~..,.....Ni'~~~_,Jtl.._.~~~~f 
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-
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-
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5. Precision - Carbide - KSH SNG 433. 
Conditions: f = 0.0156 ipr, V = 500 sfpm, d = 0.030 in 
-------------.~, .. ............. ~ ..... ftWntt ... Jilu:J I .....,. .. , ..... ~---
.~ ! 
Flanl~ U Surface Frict:ion ! 
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• • Replicat:ion_1 __ ~_1 _ _.- 0~-6626 - : -··2b!t ··· 1 53.0 ·--- -· j, 
J. 
., Tool #5.._Pos • .5 3 0.0043 : · 210 · 60.0 
~-l 
----- --~----. --~ 1 l } Bar #6 Dia ._5_;~_829 5 0.0065 ~ 210 69.0 1 
t 
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Tool #LPos. 5 I . ~-- __ +~-~-~~~~8.-:~-: --?_9~:::::-·=-:1---/~?~\--~~ 
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., ... 
6. As Sintered - Carbide - KSH SN- 433. 
· Conditions: f = 0.0156 ipr, V = 500 sfpm, d = 0.030 in 
,. 
! Tool #l_Pos. 6 3 0.0084 ! 240 ·_ 46.-.3 
Bar #2 Dia. 3e900 5 
-.--------------·r•www• ........ ~ 
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.. •• Bar ,~Dia. LJ..C)sso , s ·· o.cOB6 · 295 . 55.o · . L--------..L---....l----.J------ ,, ·-----
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7. Side Ground - Carbide - KSH·sN- 433. 
Conditions: f = 0.0156 ipr, V = 500 sfpm, d = 0.030 in -~·-
2 
i 
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~ool #3 Pos._2 __ ~-~ __ ·~~5! __ j 17_~ -f- 48.0 J 
~ '• 1 
#~M-~~a •. 4:3.~~- ·, 5 O.O~!.~ .. J_~~~~ .. ,u_J~~-:.~ ... _ _J. 
:r 185 · J 45.0 0.0038 I~ 
~--·· ·- . ! 
0.0057 ij 185 46.0 '.\ 
·-······ - ~ ·-·--·-·--··----~-- 't ----·--··· ------ ----- - ' --- i 
Bar #§_Dia. L~.035 5 _ O.C079 I 185 e 47 .o I 
GO, ......... 4 t .UAWWWU(tC• • ~lPIWA'qit\4#WAWliii ul~,~&~._~&-.:...,r:na;a·,.,,,-·«e¥t....,....f 
Replication 3 l 0.0037 f 220 i 44.3 i 
. 
---- ---··- .. -·-·-··---··---·-· .. ----.. - /'. -------· --·· ~ .. ______ .. _______ ·! 
Tool #1 Pos. 1 : 3 0.0051 t 225 f 49 .2 l 
~ar #-;Diao 3oL~OO :l 5 -~~-O-O~~--·--t--··2;5----1- 5!:-.2 1 
-· I•::= o ""' • __ ,.,JC.•• I ....... J'l'.._,;;L...,_..,,,..,~WUN4,Jli" -""' .. "''"'l"K"'""'lrtll~ .... 1111\,•*t~~~~~ .. , .. , ..... ,.,QM ,..,, ••• ,~ \l b ~ . 
Replicat~on 4 ~ .. ~---·-·\ ____ ?_~-~~~-~-------~
1
• 190 f 45.l j 
2 ~ 1 ~ ~- . Tool #!_Pos. t. 3 O.OOL!-3 f 195 ~· 45-.l i 
. ~ ----·-- -·---·- -- .. t 
.J 
Bar.~. #:::_Dia. 3oOL:-5 i 5 :, 0.0059 I 190 f L~5.l l 
Replic~-;~- "lm-·#~u·----0.003~ r~~----~~~I 
;ool ftl Pos. 4 ~ 3 - 0~;48----i---190 ·-,--4;.5 . 
. ~ =__ --~-- ~ ··--···----- .. -·-··-·-··-~---- ~ --·····-·-·------r ~ ~ B-~~.-:::~~~J .. ~.~~-·--L~:~?..?.~?. ,.,J~.--::~--i--~~~1'111'/ ,._~ ~ • I'. Replication 6 1 l o.0030 · ~ 190 ~ L~l}.3 J 
Tool #!_Pos. 6 f 3 · 0.0043 l 185 . f s3.7, I 
. I~ I··----·----~--
-~-- . ··1 
Bar = ·=~~-~::~~~:.t:r',_,_~_,, __ L~?~~ ... l~-·~_:~-~j 
. ~ " j n . I 
~eplication 7 ~ 1 . -f o.~028 1 200 -I 36.0 I 
Tool #LPos. 7 -~ 3 f o.do46 1 · 195 40.5 
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,._ _____ _..,~~~ .. s -0 ...,,.,,,, .. ,tl,..*'"'''*'•P ,,,. ...... ,,,.~~'ft!>P'I ... .,..,. ~~"NJ.f~NIW'Cm•,..,•1111.~-! 
~eplication a I 1 l-~-~00~9____ __160 I 49.0 -'. 
Tool #J_Pos. 1 i 3 i 0.0064 170 f 49 .o l tl 
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·8. Utility - Carbide - KSH SNU 433. 
/Conditions: f = 0.0156 ipr, V = 500 sfpm, d = 0.030 in 
.-.--
---.-
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 h ., ...,_...,, .... .,. ..... ,. ....... ...,.ft..,...._....• I_,,..,. •• -,,. • ............, ........ 
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J ' 
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\ Replication 1 ... ---- ]. O~OO°l~-5- -- \ .. ·21s··.. - ! .. 55.4 ------
~ ------- ft l . ; --- i ------· 
J. Tool #L~ Pos. 1 3 0.0060 .. ; 215 ~ -- ------- :--'~·~----l ~ar #.Q_Dia._s= 720. 1.--~- -o-.~;~}-{ 
_____
_ _.. ............... _ . . "WO,-·-·-,....-. ·---4(1 .,.... . ... ~~-~-----· · ,,,,,,, .. ,, •••••""'1"Ji•'fUllfJ"W''" ..... '~"'""''ll.l"MI 7111 -....aNIN«C"ll>CJIIN_.....~ .... ---m,,,,t 
t Replication 2 ' ' I f . --
66.0 
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i Tool #2._Pos. 1 l, 3 0~_~06_o ___ J ____ ~3.~---I. L~s.o _ 
i l . l Bar #6 Dia. __ 3m:,L:.Q ~ 5 0.0075 ~ ll~S I 50.0 .I 
f Re-;l i·~-;t i~~_ ... ,_...,,......-i .  ~-=OJl ... _--_ •._,'.I'~_.,..- ·--·"-·fl ... ~~--~~·-;~·. ;··•=-r 
~ 
~: ~ 1 . 
7) Ll ~ 
• 
f Tool #1 Pos. 4 ~ 3 i 0.0076 i 208 · 4L}.5 
l Bar:. #6 Dia. L~oOOO r-~ -,·;·:o{~-~---··r 205 f 49.2 l 
!l~ Replica~i~~-~~---· --f-;· .. -i-~~r~;~·-.. --r-~::;--1 
1 ·- · ---------·--· ~ ---·- ·--J ·-·--- 'l 
~ Tool tf1. Peso 6 ij 3 . 0.0074 ~ 185 ; 47 .1 l ; t --- ----r ·--·----·--··--·----- f------· ·\ 
I B-~~~~~:~~~~N---~~-~L~.:~~~~ "" ... ~~~-=?~2--i.2:::t .. ~ 
I Replication 6 ~ 1 l O.OOL}o· · ~ 115 . i 36.0 l 
. , 
. 
& }· I~ l Tool tf5 Pos. 1 . l 3 ·._ o~06~ __ J _ 1~0 1~~· 7, ... 
f Bar #5 Dia. 3.765ij 5 lo.0078 ( ll}O ~ 4L}.3 · I 
..... --·- ' - .. . .....--~~.._,...,..-~ .. r~~l\ .... 'WlWfn'~'U ~"G,.~~~P(l ... :'IC,l'~'lllfQlrfr.,.."""'~'~~~.._,,._.-"""....,...~i 
1 R 1· · ~ i ~ Ii i l 1 ep ication 7 t 1 '' 0.0050 ~ 160 i 45.l I 
\ ~ ~ . " i Tool #3 Pos. 2 j 3 .· 0.0060 I 166 [ 4·4. 7 J 
n,a~ ... :~~~:~::2:.~:~L,~_=1~~~~ ...... ~~.--.!-~~-1 f l 
~oo 1 #1 Pos. _7 ___ 1 3 . f _ __ .. __ -.-,---- ___ ::· :-..:-:- .~.-:-. :·: I ·.:··· --·--~:- . _ ~-. 
Bar #5 Dia. 4.220 :· ·s-·. 10 .. 0094. 185 . r 55.2 . 
,,,.. . . ' " .. ' . ' ..... ~- ... ~· . 
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. 9. Side Ground - High Speed Steel l · \. C 
· conditions: f = 0.0204 ipr, V = 200 sfpm, d = o·.075 in 
____________ ..,,,,.,,.,.,.,..,...,..,.._,w,c...,,,..,......., .. ~,.,.,41,,,,,,~,..__..-, 
I f~ • • 
• . 1 Flan.1~ · . ~~ Surf ace FrJ_c-'.:1.on 
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~-.. ...... ~ • __.._ I ., "ftllll • •• ~•111, .......................... i . eplication._,.1 ___ --· 1 . '.' o.062.5 - r -- lZ!:o·· --- , . 23;q···----
I Tool #~Pos._1 __ 
f #1 Dia. I G · · 
:-;· __ n_ar - Li~=?~~:, ...... ,,.~ ,w_ .... ,9 .. 7~~~~-.. -1-~..9_ _____ /_3~ :Z _J 
~ ;1 t . 
Replication 2 . _l ____ · o. 0032 . _ ~ 250 _. . j 2:?._·-~------: 
Tool #LPos. 2 j· 3 o. 0048 \j 240 · · 25. 7 
~ .•. ·--.. - -· ·-. ·---~---· 11 ··---· .. --~~--·---·- ·---··-· ·---. -- .. __ . 
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,,.~ I I 14. As. Heat Treated - High Speed Steel 
. "'• 
Conditions: f = 0.0102 ipr, V = 300 sfpm, d = 0.030 in· 
i 
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' 
.' 
l 
( 
'.< 
l 
.------.• -.:a.a e : 101·~,r-.....,.,,,.,....,.,...,......,.._.,,. •P•.~•••,ri••~,--.-, 
n l . • T. . Flanl~ i Su~f c:ce. I Fric.,cion 
~1min} vle.roc Gn) ·! Fini.sh~)! (1 bs) ~ - 0 _.... .... n, ........................ ~,-....-. ... ,.-··--·-.~.. ... ,...., ,~ ....... " ·.·~ ............ .:._.~\.';';;;'.' • R.--r-~;,;;~~-:: .... ~ .. . :z.-.;;:-;:;;;:'.:::.::::::.::-..:: 
Replication 1 ! · ·1· · ()~()()3() ·- :---lL~o'- ·· I 2.-68 --- ' 
Tool #1 Pos. 1 · I 3 0.0074 .l 120 f 3.68 
Bar #2"~~a •. 3: 7~? .. [_ ..... I. ... _A ... ?-~.?.~~3. ..... J.-~~-¥00--1 ..... ~.::Z ... J 
Repl~ation 2 L ... l 0.0020 . ~ _ 100.__ _ _ -~~-~~------
Tool #1 Pos. 2 I 3 0.0069 I 90 . 3.77 
--- t i ---· .... --·--·------·. ~ ---· ·-··----~---· t ----.. - . . 
Bar #2 Dia. 3. 725 I 5 I 0 0 0074 [ 88 · 3. 77 
• •• QM -4 (J. U 4WWP;·Ci-l L -. - UUICW I )"'•f ZAQJii',f•t:••~ll'l'W'IST...-« I i~ .. ~A~ ~X'a.:.llbe'rdilt·~~ 
Replication 3 ~ l ~ 0 0 0020 ~ 90 ~ .• 76 f !----- ------ -1-- - - -- --- 1-----------· · · -__ ;.._________ ·1 
Tool #1 Pos. 3 ) 3 1 0.0054 t 85 4Q76 
~ar #3 Dia. 3.356 f 5 -,-~~-o-~;5--l·--··--8~ l-~5·--. 
R;;u·~:~j_~~--··-·4 .. -·-· ---~~-rc;-:~~;;--t~1--;~ ~·;···-! 
Pos. !J. .. I - . -.--- A--~ - . • 
---·--------·--· ;· J 
; Bar_;_ #3 Dia. 3 .255 J 5 . o .0069 't 88 3. 77 1 
I 
-~- -=4a•••·-~·---·--·[-·---••---? ---l 
: Replication 5 i ~- 1~~035 --l- 60 _____ ;_ 4_.76 I. 
; Tool #2 Pos. 1 . ~ 3 ~·· 0050 J---~-~-?······--····· f--~-~_7~ ·· l j Bar #1 Dia. fi.o 800 j 5 ·. 0.,0055 ij 60 I 5. 85 I {-· --------;----:----.,,..,---~!--~-""""" .. "'''"'':1"' _____ .. ,_~·- ·-1 j Replication 6 i l i 0.0042 !l 115 i 4.68 I j Tool #2 Pos. 2 ~ 3 j 0.0065 ~ 110 I 4.76 . · 
Replication z ~ · 1 J. 0;.0022 ~ lL~O __ 3_.5 __ 9 ___ ,. __ . 
. ~ 
. ~ . 
. ~ 
Tool t/2. Pos. 4 j 3 ' I'. o.0034 f 130 t 3.68 
• . J1 -~ ' --------· ,----- -----...~ 
Bar -~ ' l 'r I. 
. ~ ~ ' ~ ! . 
• 
Tool #5 Pos. 1 
---
1 Bar 5 A, 0 • 0Q6Q . ~ 13Q ~ 5 • 76 L-------------1-----...L--------->----------·· -· 
., 
•l 
··"!v 
" 
.. l.02_. 
·15. . Side Ground - High Spe·ed Steel 
Conditions: f = 0.0102 ipr, V = 300 sfpm, d = 0.030 in 
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1 Tim1min} Wear (j,..) l Finish~) (1 bs) 
------.--· ... -.. -· ·-·--.... ·---£CU--·---· _1,.. • Ill SI• ..... 11, ~ 0 Pa• I ,, ....... ,....,...,.,.f, ··n=•::r-'- .··-~-,.•·• ..--. "'II I ,,..,... • ..,..,,.,_,.. .... ,_.,.,_ ' l - - au e I._..,.,.. ............ ••,....,.., ...... .__~ I .......... ~jj~"W .,,.. fltJ..._.........._ ...... .,.._ 
Replication_l ___ ·--1--- 1 . , O~ ()Q32 --r ... ·95· ·1 · l~.-7-6 ______ _ 
~ Tool #!._Pos. 2 1 3 . 0.,0054 } 100 · I- 4. 76 
Bar #1_.Dia. 3o55Q. 5 0.0060 'l 109 i 5o85 
Replic~;~:~-, 2° :-·--i l -~-.0~2~- ~---~7~·-·= .. -1-.-~;;_~~ 
Tool #!:_Pos. 3 . 1 ·-· ···3·-·· . , 0.0040 · 130 4~76 , 
i' 
Bar #!_Dia. 3 .. 400 i_, ~----)~:.?-.o.::.~ ---~~~,~~! 
Replicntion __ 3 ____ _ 
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Tool 
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t 
· ....... :::=- ..... _ .... ________ ...... s ........... ~-- ... 1.: ........ ---+-- s. 16 
Replication 4 l l · ~ o. 0035 · ~ 120 3.68 J 
Tool #3._Pos. 1 I ··;-·---- :· -0·~~·;;;-·· ij 125 I 3.68 j 
Bar.~. #?:_Dia. 3. 250 ~ 5 : -~~05-~------r 125 I 4. 76 j 
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~ Replication 5 l· 
Tool #2 Pos. 2 i 3 i 0.0043 ··r 100 ·-1-3.68 ~ 
-~-------··------~---·--------,: 
Bar #2 Dia. 4.7881 5 0.0050 I 100 I 4.7~ I 
--R--~-;iic:;io;-7-·~1i--- , -;:~,;~·;=••'.··r·;~ .. ·---~-;-:~ 
~ ~ t ~~---~-~---
Tool #~Pos. 3 I 3 ._ 0.0055 J 110 -~.:_76.. ._, '\ 
· · · n I 3 Bar 
4 
t 
i 
t 
t 
.• .. 
Re!)lication 7 ~ l , 0.0036 ~ 135· .' 9.53 I ~ . i I F. . 
. Tool #3 Pos. 1 j ~--L9-::..~L~6 --1 150 12. 7 I 
Bar #3 Dia. 40660 ~ 5 J 0.0056 ! 170 ; 15.0 · I 
-• ..... ..,.....;-., 0 .,,, ,,.........---..,,. .. , 4 _,,,,.,, ... ........,...,,,, .. _,.4,.,........., • .;~a••.,iz,•• ~ ... F>A••• <•• 1-=~......,11f.tfl1111A·Nij»a:sa::>w,,., .,.,~~_..,=.,.. ~,a,a,.;! 
' °: ~ i 
Replication 8 • -i 1 I o_.002:? ___ . _lL•O _J 4.68 I 
.. 
~1 i . i ~ i 
Tool #S_Pos .. 2 f 3 f 0.0045 j.-!.i-? ________ f.._4_~85 ___ _J 
~ar /t2_Dia. ~-.230 f ·· ·5-· · :·~~-~~-6;;-·--. I i~~---- ~· ·-5.8~- ··-1 
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FOOTNOTES 
j 
1,: 
l Frank W. Wilson ( ed) Machining With Carbid~s _ and Oxides, 
2 
·McGraw-Hill, New York, page 115. , 
J. Tukey, Allov.7ances For Various Types of EFror Rates, 
address presented before a joint meeting of the Institute 
of Mathematical Sta.,c.istics and the Eastern Nor.th American 
Region of the Biometric Society on March 19, .1952, at 
Blacksburg, Va. 
g: ~ ." Extended and Corrected Tables of the Upper Percentage 
Points of. the Studentized Range," Biometrika, Vol. 40, 
Parts 1 and 2, p. 236. 
4,. Frank W. Wilson ( ed) Machining With Carbides and Oxides, 
&:, 
McGraw-Hill, New York, page 11 7 .. 
5 Ibid., page 121. 
. 6 Ibid·., page 120 • 
7 M. c. Shaw, Metal Cutting Princi:eles, 3rd Edition, MIT 
Press, 1957, pages ll-7 to 11-9. 
·a. Ibid., page 11-13. 
:9 Il,id., page 11-14. · 
10 Ibid., page 11-15. 
11 Ibid., page 11-16. 
:.·. 
12 Ibid., page 11-39 to 11-42. 
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